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Absuact The marine tcrrace cieposits of Hokurik1.l同gion，Japan Sca side of 
centra! Japan， yielcl rich molluscan remains at some piacεs. T-，-ffiong thern， t記n
significant shell beds have been studi巴d. The molJuscan fossils colJected and deter-
mineci by the writer contain about 450 species in t口問1，，unong 'Nhich on巴isnew to 
science. Photographs of the import:mt 2.pecies occm了巴din己ach8h日1bed are 8ho、vnin 
Plate I"~XX. 
The 日cologico.lconditions of the moliuscan ass己口1blagefrom 日ach8h巳1!bed ar日
呂na!Y5日don the bo.sis of the embaymcnt degrεe， the water temperature range， the 
bathymctric range， and the bottom charactξr of Recent species， and the paleo告白Vlro~
nn:lcntal conditions of日achshell b巴c1ar日investigated.
The geologico.! age of the marine tεXTac邑depositscont日ininzthe moll uscan f ossiJ 5， 
ar日assignedto a rnarine transgression pha~ 三 of the Late Pleistocene， teηto.tivεly 
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Iutroduction 
The Lat己Pleisto仁eflemarinのterraCf:sare distributed the cmmt of the 
日。km斗:し-
soxnetlrnes 
the Japan Sea side of central Japan.The molluscan 
the shell 
and naleontolo，cacal inVefJ1ぷrati');'ls011 the Late Pleistocene and 
the sheil beds泊 theHokuriku 
(YmωYAMA， 1928; 1932 ; 
had her成。foreresulted in severai reports 
1935; NIINO and YA~肝心A， 1946; FUJll and 
1959; and recently some detailed studies have been ョrried
out Hokuriku Research HYlG2勺
The present artide deals with a detailed 
vironmental of these shell 
l}emc!l"al Stat(e!ltver正t
The P!eistoc四 emarine terraces In the HoImriku are divided into 
three groups in ter盲msof the elevation above I:h伝 presentsea leveL The lTdddle texτacesj 
20 to 60 meters above the present sea s問 m 1:.0 rer:ord a along the 
Sea side of Japan 
region and Hiradoko in Hokuriku 
れiVOor three 










have been found at several 
amoロgwhich the following ten are deaIt ¥iVith in this paper:①②Hiradoko Upper 
and③Hiradoko Lower in ④ and⑤ in 
and⑦Akaura in 位lArnatal1in Shik:aτ (9)Asahivama in 
Jn addition to these ten shell several shell beds such as Morikoshi (Hokuril叩
IJuatemary Research Tsumuki 叫ん 1928; and 
Akasaki in N anao have b色en but tbがT"vil not be dealt here 

















Text-figur巴1. Map showing the distribution of Late Pleistocene marine terraces in Hokuriku region， 
together with the locality of the shell beds， 
1. Late Pleistocene marine terraces. 
2. Quat巴rnaryterraces and deposits other than 1. 
3. Pre-Quaternary formations. 
4. Locality of shell bed in the Late Pleistocene deposits. 
①Uji，②Hiradoko Upper，③Hiradoko Lower，④Miyainu，⑤Akiyoshi， 
⑤Wakura-eki，⑦Akaura，⑧Amatan，⑨Asahiyama，⑬Hashitate. 





l 000 2000 3000 
Text-figure 2. Topographical maps showing the location of the shel1 beds. 
N ame of shel1 beds : 
2a. U: Uji， Hu: Hiradoko Upper (Se巴alsoText-figure 4)， HL: Hiradoko Lower 
2b. Mi: Miyainu， Ay: Akiyoshi. 
2c. W: Wakura-eki (See also Text-figure 7)， Au: Akaura. 
2d. Am: Amatan. 
2e. As: Asahiyama. 
2f. Ha: Hashitate. 
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2c! 
、高1(Nl'¥NAO) 
Th巴semaps are reproduced from th日 topographicalmaps (scale 1 : 50，000) of 
th日 Geographical Survey of Japan with permissiol1 of the Dir思ctor of the 
IVIinistry of Construction， J apanes己 Govεrnment(Permission 
- 196) 
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Dei唱criptirHlof SheH B記ds
Uji SheU Bed 
Suzu N oto Peninsll1a 
Pγevious Studies The Uji Shell Bed was named Hokuriku Qllatemary 
Research Group (1961) at and the this shel1 bed were called the 
Uji Formation. Some molluscan shells of this shell bed weτεillustrated in刊Atlasof 
Fossils KASENO and MATSUURA 
The top of the marine terraces the Uji Shell Bed COl1-
sti.tutes a nearly flat 
level. 
surface of about 20 to 25 meters above thεpr合sentsea 
and Occurrence The are 
medium sand layers with an inserti叩 of of smaIl pεbbles. 
on the Miocene Iizuka Diatomaceous Mudstone Member 
Mediurn scmd 
Text-figure 3. A 81;日tchshowing the occun日I1ceof the Uji Shell B巴d(Uji， SUZl， Noto) 
A gregarious shell cm in thickness) at the bottom of coarse sand 
fiIls Up smal1 depression on the unconformity. The fossil molluscan shells are 
gregariously crowc1ed to form a drift and situated o.t 13 to 14 meters above the 
presel1t sea leve1. There are a lot of rεmains created boring shells 011 the unconfor-
surface (Text-figure 
Molluscan Fauna The determined molluscan collected by the writer from 
the Shel1 Bed are consisted of 101 gastropods， 4 3nO 92 pelecypods， 
which sum up to totGi! 197. The Iis，t of the fossil molluscs is given in Table 1， species of 
more than ho.!f the number of which are selected and illustrated in Plo.te I ~V. The 
characteristic and abundant species are Homaloρoma sangarense， Mitrella bω'chardi， 
Dentalium tibanum" う!sis ， Pecten albicαηS， Ltlcinoma 
concentricum， Mercenaria Sriim:VS01en¥Protothaca ， and Peronidia etc 
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，'".rnf{'U'¥} and Environment In view of the temperature range of marine water， the 
specific of the Uji rno!luscan fauna shows that the Iiving in vvarm 
currents type) are more dominant in number， the 
cold current (J叩 suchasαamussitatum‘Fz仰 ;tritoη
， Sealesia fi附 colabiaia， s色 ，Mercenaria 
Cadelゐlubn凶ca，and Peronidia etc. are a1so found. 
In to the bathymetric range of the I:hεthe 
living in the euneritic (N1) zone are abundant， the mesoneritic (N2) and the 
are also found 
The showing environment are small inγmmber， and the 
in the open sea are domimmt. 
Himaαko SheU Bed 
As shown in the typical exposures of the Hiradoko 
Shell Bed are situated the road Shoin and Suzu 
N oto PeninsuJa 
Previous Studies There have bεen several studies on the marine terrace 
and the shell beds of the Hiradoko area， vvhich have resulted in a standard 
of the Late Pleistocene marine terraces the Sea side of J apan 
1932 1938 ; 1935 ; FUJlI， 1956 ; ISHlDA and 1956; Hokuriku 
Research Group， 1961 ; KASENO and 1976). 
the marine terraces distributed in the northeast end of N oto 
Peninsula， the nruddle terraces are the most In the Hiradoko arεa， the 
elevation of the top of the nrlIddle terrace varies fおrom20 t加o4叫ome抗te町rsabove t出hεpresent
sea le町VεeL 寸hεge印omo叩r
high， ο 
and Occurreη~ce The Hiradoko Formation is the marine 
L"'-"""'6 thεmiddIe terraces， and 1S the road 
connecting Shoin and Hiradoko. It is divided into the lower mud and the 
upper sand member， and the molluscan remains are contained in both. A schematic 
section the and geomorphological relations of the Hiro.doko 
Formation 1S shown in Text-figure 4. 
The so-ca!led Hiradoko Shell Bed rV10CHlZUK! for the first time is 
contained in the upper sand membeL It i8 hard to collect fossils at the ciassic 
by MOCHIZUKI now (Hl in Text-figures 20. and 
There is a new good exposure on the side of Loc. Hl， where we 




least 80 meters in length， 50 cm in in sand in 
4 and We can also find some valves of Lucina steansiana 
etc. scattεred ロ carbonaceous mud which 
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Text-figure 40 A schematic section showing the localities and ho!・izonsof s日veralshel b日dsin the 
Hiradoko Formation along Shoin-Hiradoko rout巴， Suzu， Noto 
L Layered crowd巴clshels in sanclo 
Sparsely scatterec1 8hεl1s infin担sando
30 Abu吋antlyscatt附 dshels in sandy m凶 rJ:-liradoko Upper Shell B釘1
40 Shells in fine sand. 
50 Abunclantly scaUered shels in muc10一一一一一-Hiradoko Lower She!l Bed. 
Gravel 
Text-figure 5ao A sketch of th日HiradokoUpper Shell 5bo A photograph showing the occurrence 
covers 
4 and 
B色d(See also Text-figure 4). of Hzu hOr¥zon in the Hiradoko Upper 
ShelI Bed. 
the Miocene Iizuka Diatomaceous Mud3tone in 
Small shells scattered in fine sand are found in part between H2U 
and Hzl hoτizons (Hzm in T四 t-figures2a， 4 and 5a). 1n the uppermost part of the outcrop 
a gravel bed oI 2 meters thick overlies the bed. A sketch with a 
of a part of this outcrop is shown in Te;;ct-figure 5舎
about 100 meters soutb of Loc固 Hzyields shells in fine sand in 
2a and 
Molluscan Fauna The writer collected a lot of molluscan fossils frOlTl the 
日iradokoUpper Shell Bed. Taxonomically， itcontains 158 4 
and 118 pe1ecypods， in total 280 of determined specieso Thεlist of the fossil molluscs 
with respect to each hor;zon and locality is given in Tabie 1， a large number of species 
or which are selected and ilIustrated in Plate Vト~x.
and Enviroηment The species abundant fro叩 Hzlhorizon are Batillaria 
mult伯仲nis，Crassostrea βezium ， Lucina stearnsiana， and Pilluci附
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etc'j suggesting an environment near head. From H2m 
doliaris， Striarca ， S. 初，Raeta 1うulchella，and Theora lubrica etc. are 
common， indicating near or mouth environment. Dominant species from the 
upper horizon (Hzu) are 5trombus μ5， Pec品開 albicaη5， Fulvia mutica， Callおお
chinensis j Rα戸hiae問 ，Lutraria sieboldii， Fabulina nitidula， and 50l，μ6仰?η1 r~仰osemo町Cμ叫よμatzは師4必S 
et悦;芯c.吋， indicating a s釦om也le例明wha抗tem担叫1吐baymer叫1沈talop己叩nsea environムmer批1枕L Such a vertical change 
of the specific composition of molluscan remains suggests a successi叩 a1chama of 
environmental conditions from a head to through an open sea. 
Bathymetric range of the species in the Hiradoko Upper Shell Bed suggests an 
euneritic zone. Judging from the of speci白， thθlower horizon is 
near vvhile the middle and the upper horizon (H2U) seem to indicate a 
slightly deepεr water， the spedes found in the upper horizon (H2U)， the writer 
collected 7 indicating mesoneritic or deeper zone， they are rare in 
occurrence. 
Environment of the locality I-h is similar to Hzu as far as the contents of 
are From the field observョtionof the stratigraphic relations and on 
the contents， the I-h is considered to be originally continuous to H2U 
horizon (Text-figure 4). 
Hiu'αd<fJko Lower SheU Bed 
This shell bed is found at the about 500 meters north of Shoin 
Previous Studies The Hiradoko Lower Shell Bed has been distinguishεd from the 
Hiradoko Upper Shell Bed Hokuriku Quaternary Research group at firsL 
Some molluscan shells o.f this shell bed have been illustrated by and MATSUURA 
Same as the surface induding the Hiradoko Upper Shell 
Bed (Text-figure 
Lithology and Occurrence The shell bed occurs in the lower mud member of the 
Hiradoko and shells are crowded immediately above the Iizuka 
Distomaceous Mudstone。
We can find many trace fossils bored by boring shells such as 命easubconstricta 
and Asρ 功。fαs into the between the Hiradoko Lower l¥Iud 
and Iizuka Mudstone. A number of rounded mudstonεbouldεrs and pebbles which were 
derived from the Iizuka Mudstone is scattered in the very base of thεHiradoko Lower 
and are usual1y bored shel1s. 
Molluscαn Fauna The determined species of molluscs from the 
Hiradoko Lower Shell Bed consist of 24 one and 39 pelecypods 
(Table 1)， selected of which are illustrated in Plate X ~ XL 
The Hiradoko Lower Shell Bed contains such as Cerithium 
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lwbelti， 1;!itrella biロne長官，11n:a ocellaお Tηsidos S'i17arca Ostrea 
00 denselamellosa， and Protothaca お15 etc Paleoεnvirom:'1ent 
suggested the IB.unal is B. bay mouth， where dwellers in thεrockv and 
gγavelly bol:tom are dominant. 
SheU Bed 
The Miyainu Shell Bed is exposed on the both sidεs (about 120 meters in 
of the :N ational Route 249 in Miyainu， 
P日nil1sula(3ア 13T14'E，Text-figur・e
]¥Ioto 
Previous Studies The Shell Bed was at first by OTUKA 
with of some molluscan some species of which hav日beenillustratεd 
KASENO and MATSUURA 
The of the Late Pleistocene marine .terraces near forms 
a surfacεof about 30 to 35 meters above the present sea level. 
and Occurrence The marine terrace dεposits cover 
the Middle IVIiocene tuff breccia (Yanagida 回 Thelower jJ3rt 
is composed of mud and sanc1y mud beds containin只 mol!uscanfossils (Mivainu Shell 
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To Ma"tsunami c 20 100m:=;:汀oUshiisu 
oTe目削主討t凶 gure60 A ske芭tc出hs泊h削Oぴ哩w巾in孔暗i1gthe occurrence of the Miyainu Shel Bed 0日south sidε expo町 1along 
road Cl1ting of thεNational Rout担249in Miyainu， Uchiura， N oto 
①~⑪ Sampled sit日ofthe Miyainu SheIl Bedo TB: Miocene tuf br伐とia(Yanagicla Formation). 
，The molluscan shells are crowded nea1' the salient part of the basal rock， and 
scattered away from the base where we can find some intact valves suggesting 
an autochthonously buried conditiOilo 
Molluscaη Fauna The determined molluscs of 136 species from the Miyainu Shell 
Bed are composed of 69 gaはropods，2 and 65 pelecypods (Table species 
of as many as several tens are selected and illustrated in Piate Xn~XIVo Predominant 
species fr011 the shell bed are Astraliui'η ，うtonatica
Nassari悶 liveseens噌 Barbat1:alima， Luci即 stearnsiana，Fulvia rnutica， 
Theora lubrica， Macoma おお， and Bar子zea etco， most of which characterize 
embayment， especial1y of midbay environmenL 
As shOVi1l1 in Table 2， the molluscan thanatocoenose of the Miyainu SheH Bed vary 
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composition from to On the salient 。fthεbasa! rockヲ the
dominant speciεs are ones on the and bottom near intertidal zone， 
while in the part off the salient base， the species living in !ower euneritic zone and on 
the sandy and bottom are abundant. 
Table 20 Comparison between mol1uscan thanatocoεnose at each sampled site (shown in T日xt~figure
6) of the Miyainu Shell Bed 
Sampled site Noo 11 10 9-7 6-4 3-2 l 
Occurrence Crowded ぐ Scattered 
Bathymetric zone Beneath intertidal 〈 Euneritic 
S pecies percentage Rock and Gravel I 30 56 44 26 26 11 
composition in terms Sand and Mud 67 42 50 72 69 86 
of bottom character Others 3 2 6 2 5 3 
~~ o______~ 
Astrαiium hαemαtragum Lucina stea.rnsiαπG 
Erroneαgrαcilis jαpon，cα Fulvia muticα 
Abundant species MiIJ噌ellabicinctα 《 与 pαphiαundulatα
Arcα川 B川 ，ma Theorαlubricα 
Chαma reflexα Moerellαiridescens 
Irus ishilαshianus etc。 BαrneαJαpOn!cαetc 
SheU Bed 
The Shell Bed crops out in Akiyoshi. Uchiura-machi 
13T15'E， Text-figure 
Previov.$ Studies The Shell Bed was found Mr. Hiroshi and 
，""'vv，>r，rQrl later by KASENO and Hol王uriku Research (1969)。
LZli'tlHC'!!V and Occurrence From a small outcrop near we can collect 
small-sized shells sparsely scatterεd in mud bedo They occur mostly as joined valveso 
The shell bed is situated at 12 to 13 meters above the prεsent sea levεi。
Molluscan Fauna The deterrr…ined 52 molluscan from the Shell 
Bed are 30 gastropods， 2 and 20 pelecypods (Table ten odd of 
which are selected and illustrated in Plate XIVo Tritia j，α戸onica， doliaris， 
braunsi， Raeta ， and Theora lubrica etc make most abundant species. 
They are呂pecies on the and bottom in enγironment 
Paleoenvironment seems to be same vvith site 1 of the Shell Bedo 
F予7αkurα~eki SheU Bed 
Localiか TheWakura-eki Shell Bed is at two outcrops near 羽Takura
Station of J apan N ational Railway along the Route 249 ヲ
Text-figure 2cl-
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Previous 8tudies This shell bed was reported トTIINOand Y AMADA (1946) at first匂
The detailed occurrence and faunal a部emblageof the shell bed have been worked out 
by Hokuriku Research Group (1967a)圃 Apalynological study of this she11 
bed was carried out FUJI (1967). 
To戸og切 ηThe of marine terrace including the she11 bed occupies a 
geomorサlIcsurface about 25 to 35 meters above the present sea level 
and Occurrence 1n the type exposure of the Okuhara 
Formation (Hokuriku Quaternary Research Group司 1967a)，the terrace deposits fi1l up a 
shallow valley cut into the 1¥在ioceneWakura Diatomaceous JV1udstone (Text-figures 7 
and 8ト
The Okuhara Formation 1S divided into three parts: the lowest part composed of 
sand and mlほdcontaining plant leaves and carbonaceous materials， the lower part 
composed of bluish mud， and the upper sand layers with gravels. The 
Wakura-eki Sheli Bed to the lowest and lower part of the formation. 
Mo!luscan fossiJs such as cingulata，β匂til.αriazonalis， and Anadara 
graηosa are found in the lowest part commonly as impressions in 7 
and 8). Frequent occurrence of closed valves of pelecypods such as Anarおm
Dosinia Jうenicillata，andμηdulata in the lower part indicate 3n 
a utochthonous 明T]in 7 and 8). 
ln t1e exposure about 100 meters south of the typ邑 exposureof the Okuhara 
shells s11ch as Crassostrea 日llucina uηdulata， and 
Tεxt-figure 7. Geological section showing the sedim巴ntaryfaciεs and hOI匂onsof thεshell beds in the 
Lat邑 Pleistocenemarine terrace deposits (Okuhara Formation) near Wakura-eki， 
Nanao， 
L Gravε1， 2. S呂nd，3. Mud， 4， Molluscs (W l~ W 4 : Sampled sit芭ofthe Wakura-eki Shell Bed). 
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Martesia striata are crowded in the basal part of the mud member (W. in Text-figures 7 
and 8). These shells show an extremely gregarious occurrence probably due to a 
displacement from the habitats. There are many trace marks (long pipe form) bored 
into the Wakura Diatomaceous Mudstone by boring animals. 
A geological section across two exposures is shown in Text-figure 7. 
Ecology and Environment The 52 molluscan species were determined from the 
Wakura-eki Shell Bed; 16 gastropods， one scaphopod，. and 35 pelecypods (Table 1)， ten 
odd species of which are selected and illustrated in Plate XV ~ XVI. 
The molluscan assemblage from the lowest part of the Okuhara Formation (W 3 
horizon) is characterized by the species living in the intertidal zone of strongly 
embaymental environment near the river-mouth. Molluscs from W1 horizon off the base 
are predominanted by species living on the sandy and muddy bottom of euneritic zone. 
The embayment species living on the rocky and gravelly bottom are more abundant 
from W. horizon near the base than other horizons. In W. and W 3 horizons， the species 
showing a shallower environment are dominant. 
The vertical change of molluscan remains and lithofacies suggests change of 
environmental conditions from a strongly embaymental to an open sea via embaymental. 
Akαura Shell Bed* (newly named) 
Locality As shown in Text-figure 2c， the Akaura Shell Bed is exposed on an 
outcrop at the roadside of the N ational Route 249 near Akaura lagoon， N anao City， 
Noto Peninsula (3T3'N， 136057'E). 
Previous Studies This shell bed was noticed by Mr. Tsutomu HATANAKA in 1975 
for an outcrop resulted from quarrying sand and mud. It is named as the Akaura Shell 
Bed by the writer after the village name nearby. 
The shell bed is situated near the locality of the Nishiminato Formation (Hokuriku 
Quaternary Research Group， 1967a). 
Toρography Around the Akaura Shell Bed， an erosion surface cut on the Miocene 
Akaura Sandstone Member forms a terrace surface of about 30 to 40 meters above the 
present sea level. The depositional surface of the Nishiminato Formation occupies 
about 15 to 20 meters high. 
Stratigraphy， Lithology and Occurrence The Pleistocene deposits including the 
Akaura Shell Bed seems to rest unconformably on the Akaura Sandstone Member， 
although their boundary was not observed in the field. 
The terrace deposits are composed of two lithologic units， the lower mud and the 
upper sand. The shell bed is in the lower blue mud of about 6 meters thick. Well-p-
reserved fossil shells are sparsely scattered in the mud， and we can find large-sized 
pelecypods of Anadara broughtonii. Fulvia mutica， Dosinia iうenicillata，and Paphia undulata， 
* Diferent from the Miocene Akaura Formation distributed in the environs of N anao. 
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which are valves 3n ;"utochthoH0US entombment. 
Mcl!uscan Filuna List of the羽ol1uscan coilectεd the玩rriterIrom the 
Akaura Shell Bed is 8ho¥7;氾 inTable L Total oI 66 species， among vvhich 33 呂Y忠
gastropods， one is scaphopod and 32 are 
and i1Justrated il PlateKγL 
土台r， species of which arε selected 
The mol1uscan asε 日is of lTlany species living on the fine sandちア乳nd
bottom of~hεeuneritic zonc. The faunal character of the j~kaura Shell Bed 1S 
rather simiJar to that of the lowεr horizon of the Wakura-eki Shell Bed as a 
wh羽1口lethe for司I口m司er 司 contains a 1口lUl口τれ叫1リbe臼rof common to the fau れ，3of thε 
E珂1汀ro.紅正dokωoUpper β SheB Bed sucにf仁C一:h忍s1<訪hi仇戸幻灼'M【町1二i
On a DI氾roba白blerelation between the deposits containin箆 theAkaura SheH sed and 
the Nishiminato Formatio口(Hokuriku
500 meter・呂 田 stvvard，the writer 
Research Group， 1967a) cτout 
as follows: the Nishiminato FOnTtation 
of and Aηodonla Uloodiana may 
Twhereas th日 AkauraShe11 Bed was formed in a represent a 
midbay if thesεtwo molluscan assemblages are the products of the same 
A schematic section showing the relatiol1 betvJeen the Wakura-εki Shel1 Bed and 
Akaura Shell Bed is DfeDal"εd in Text-figure 8. 
すεxt-figm・担 8. A scIlernatic section showing the rel日tionbetwe日 theWakura-eki Shel Bed and 
Ak呂uraShel B号d.
1. Upper sand bed， 2.Lower mud bed.--Late Pleistocene deposits. 
30 Shell←bed ⑪ o.Wakura-eki Sheil Bed ShOWIl in Text-figure 7 
伍}oOjldumr証 SheilBed 
⑫..Type loc<:¥lity of the Ni.shiminato Iormatioll by Hokuriku Quatem昌ryRe忠告呂rch
Group (1967<:¥) 
Amαtαn 8heU Bed 
The Amatan Shell Bed is exposed at an outcrop in the schoolyard of the 
Shimo-amada Primary Shika-machi，日akui-gun，N oto Peninsula 
136049'E， Text-figure 2d). 
Previous Tbis she11 bed was reported Nmw and YAMADA together 
with the Wakura-eki Shell BecL 
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TOlうograjう Thetop surface of the tεrrace appears to be about 20 to 30 
meters， and the horizon of the shell bed therモinmay be at about 15 rneters above the 
present sea leveL 
αnd Occurrence The terrace overlie the r/!iocene Akaura 
Sandstone Member The Pleistocene deposits are of the lower 
mud fossil shells and the uppεr sandy mudo The fossils are 
of crowded shells of Crassostrea色町一固
Mollusc，αn Fauna Total of the 11 molluscan collected by the 
among which 2 are and 9 are some叩eciesoI which 
are selεcted and illustrated in Plate XVIL Abundant from the shell bed are 
Crassostrea zIJzas and Trabeziur'Il iaDonicum， su疋gestin立abay head environment. 
Asαhiyαmα Shell Bed 
Locality The Asahiyama Shell Bed is exposed on an outcrop at Asahiyarna， Himi 
Toyama Prefecturε(36051'N， Text-figure 
Previous Studies The Sheil Bed V¥TelS 
at first. Then， the Hokuriku Research 
and of the surrounding 
shel! bed. CHUI (1961) dealt with the foraminifers from this shell bed. 
The top surface of the marine terrace at is about 40 to 
50 meters above the present sea level， and the shel1 bed is inserted in a horizon about 40 
and NiATSUSHIrぱA
reported on the 
the 
and Occurrence The tεrrace deposits incluoling this 8he11 bed 'V'las 
named thεKubo Formation thεHoImriku Research It is 
of sand with inserted gravel， and covers the Pliocene Yabuta Siltstone 
Member The sheli bed is contヨinedin the lowest part of the terrace 
and is of crowded shells to form a of about 20 cm 
thick. ~つT口、'he 明W叩司v吋fぺi泊dt出hoぱf the 
trace m工na創rksbore飢吋亡d bo凹3珂r可 s油hellson the 1凶1江旧n犯1COlぱ1ぜfo町rrm抗tγ surface be伐t，す羽w凡iNe配εI日1the Kubo 
Formation and Y呂ablωltaSiltstone 例。
GnJvet a sand ???
? ? ?
?
Te瓦t-figur巴 9. A sketch showing the Asahiyama Shell Bed (Asahiyama， Himi， Toyama Pr巴fecture)
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Molluscan F-nma The list of thεmolluscan species collεcted the writer from 
the Shε11 Bed is shown in Table 1， selected species of which are illustrated 
in Plate XVln~XIX. Among the total of 130 determined species， 70 species are 
gastropods， 2 are scaphopods and 58 are pelecypods. 
Dominant specIεs in the shell bed are Pellamora RissoIlla laevicostulala， 
Arcαocellaia， Acar Jうlica抑制，Striarca ) Cardiμleanα， and MαCOrFW 
etc.， indicating a somewhat embaymental open sea environment， and species on 
the sandy and muddy bottom in euneritic zone are dominant. It may suggest that of the 
paleoenvironrηent resembles the Hl ・2Uhorizon of thεHiradoko Upper Shell Becl. 
Hashitate S.hell Bed 
The Hashitate Shell Bed is exposed at an outcrop along the Hashidate 
coast， City (36'21'N， 136019'E， Text-figure 2f). 
Previous Studies Marine Pleistocene dεposits including thεHashitate Shell sed in 
the Hashitate hilly ar配awere reportεd by MlURA (1959)。子IokurikuQuaternary Research 
Group (1967b) described the Pleistocεne dεposits in detail圃
Toρograρhy The surface of the Late Pleistocene marine terrace is located at 
about 20 to 30 meters， and the horizon of the shel1 bed crops out about 3 meters above 
the present sea level. 
Luhology andοccurrence The PleIstocene deposits are composed of alternation 
of sand and silt， filling up a of the basement rocks， the tuffaceous sandstone 
which belongs to the Late Miocene Hashitate Formation. The shell bed is 20 cm thick， 
and contains a variety of fossil shelIs in the alternation. 
Molluscan Fauna A list of the mol1uscan species collected the writer from the 
Hashitate Shell Bed is shown in Table 1， species of half the number of which are 
selected and il1ustrated in Plate XIX~XXo Among the total of 93 determined species， 
51 species are gastropods anc1 42 are pelecypods. Acmaea仰llula， αsan-
garense， Lαarhω turrita， Mitrella burchardi， Arca boucardi， 月イタtilu.scorusc附， ρti)告r
keenae， Chlamys farreTi. n砂 oneηsis，Tajうes ， and Macorna incongr附 etc.make 
the most abundant spεCies. 
Ecology and E伽 iromnent Among the Hashitate molluscan fauna， the 
living in the warm current predominate to those of the cold current Although it 
contains a few cold current species， the Oyashio type speciεs are practically negligible. 
Species living in the present-day Hokuriku coast are very common. 
1n terms of the bathymetric range and bottom character， this fauna has more 
species on the rocky and gravelly bottom than the sandy and muddy ones， and most 
species range from intertidal to euneritic zone. 
As this fauna contains both autochthonous and allochthonous shell remains， itis not 
always easy to distinguish one from the A distinguish may be possible， however， 
by their mode of occurrence園 For instance， the shell of Tr.ゆesJうが isu:sually 
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highly worn in constrast to the shell of T. 
sea as opposεd to the former)。
(The latter species is Iiving open 
Judging from the occurrence and assemblage， depositional environment of the 
Hashitate Shell Bεd may be an intertidal to εuneritic zone with the sandy and 
bottom in a facing an open sea. The water temperature indicated by thεfauna 
seems to be about the same as the present coast of Hokuriku 
R記markson Paleoecology and Pal世oenvilronmεnt
The stratigraphical columnar sections at the type exposure of each shell bed are 
shovm in 10. The list of molluscan species collected from each shell bed 
together with thε'--L'VH.'''-'''AH data of molluscan spεcies are given in Table 1. Table 3 
shows the summary of data on each shell bed. 
The writer wishes to some remarks 011 the paleoecology and paleoenvironment 
on the basis of the moiluscan assemblages of each shell bed as below. 
and Em的:ymentDagree 1n the cases of the Uji， Hiradoko Upper 
(Hl<Z u Asahiyama and Hashitate Shell Beds， the molluscan remains are 
embedded in the sand or sand deposits. In the Hiradoko 
Akiyoshi， Akaura and Amatan Shell Beds， on the contrary， the molluscan 
shells are contained in the mud or sandy mud facies. 
As to the former four shell beds occurring in the both the faunal 
assemblage and !ithofacies suggest an open sea or a somewhat embaymental open sea 
environment， though some typical embaymental species are a1so met with. According to 
HOR!KOSHl (1962)， such a of the open sea and species is usual in the 
molluscan assemblage of the open sea coast along the Sea side of J apan. The 
latter six shell beds a high percentage of typical embaymental species， on the 
other hand， seem to indicate an enγironment， the grade of embayrnent 
from weakεr to strong 
With regard to the relation betwεen lithofacies and embayment degree， the sandy 
!ithofacies corresponds to the open sea， while the muddy lithofacies indicates the 
envlronment. 
1n the exposures of the Hiradoko Upper， Hiradoko Lower， Miyainu， 
Wakura-eki and Akaura Shell Beds， the lower part is represented by muddy lithofaciεs， 
while the upper part is sandy. It seems to suggest that the process of rise of sea 
level Late Pleistocene transgression had begun from the embaymental environm叩 t
and changed later to the open sea. 
Water In view of the water temperature of the habitat， the species 
represented in the ten sheli beds concerned are divided into three groups; i.e吋① the
species mostly in the warm current regions around J apan (J aponic-Kuroshio type 
species， and W 2 in Table 1)，② theεs mostly 1iving in the cold current 
regions type species， C1 and in Ta ble and ③ the species living 
Elevalion above 
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Text-figure 10. Columnar s巴ctionsof the Lat巴 Pleistocene marin日terr昌巳巴 d巴positsincluding th巴 shell 
b邑dsdescribed in the pres己ntarticle 
Pleistocene deposits一一1.Gravel~Sand and gravel， 2. Sand， 3. Mud， 
4. Alternation of sand and mud， 5. Peat 
Late Pleistocene molluscs --6. Boring shells， 7. Shells， 8. Layered crowded shells. 
Lithology of Tertiary formations --9. Mudstone， 10. Siltstonε， 11. Sandstone， 12. Tuff breccia. 
Localities of shell beds一一①Uji(HQRG 1961)， @l-liradoko Upper (HQRG 1961， and the writer)， 
③Hiradoko Lower (HQRG 1961)ラ④Miyainu，⑤Akiyoshi，⑥Wakura-eki(HQRG 1967a， and 
the writer)，⑦Akaura，③Amatan，⑨Asahiyama (Fujii and Matsushi日1呂 1959，and the writ巴r)，
⑬Hashitat巴(Miura1959). Note --HQRG : Hokuriku Quat日m
in both provinces (Japonic type species， CW in Table 
Among the ten shell beds， the Uji and Hashitate Shell Beds contain a number of the 
cold current species， and the former is charaderized by some species typical of Oyashio 
type. 
The Recent fauna at Togi coast (3T8~9'N ， 136043~44'E) (MATSUURA， 1963) and 
Nanao Bay (about 3T5~lO'N ， 136055'~13TE) (IcHlMuRA and YASUDA， 1937) of Noto 
Peninsula contain about 3 % and 6 % of the cold current species respectively. Topo-
graphically， the former is an open bay and thεlatter belongs to a typical embayment. 
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Compared with the Recent open sea fauna at coast， the faunal assemblage of 
the and Hashitate Shell Beds contain higher percentage of the cold current species 
than the Recent Togi fauna， wheras the Hiradoko Upper (Hl・2U horizon) and 
Asahiyama Shell Beds do not any cold current s伊 cies. Furthermor盲e，both the 
Hiradoko Upper and Shell Beds are characterized the presence of such 
warm current sp配 iesas Rissoina tornatilis， Mitra仇cisa，Mangelia himerodes and 
I朽lliamiaradiata etc.， which are now living in south japan and Formosa， but not found 
in the Hokuriku coast. 
The shell beds a number of embaymental species， that is， the mol1uscan 
assemblages from the Hiradoko Upper (H21 日iradoko Lower， Miyainu， 
Akaura and Amatan Shell Beds， have no representative of the 
cold current species. As to Recent embayment fauna of N anao Bay， the cold current 
are found in the inner~middle It is conduded that the water 
temperature ranges by these seven shell beds seem to be not so different from 
that of the Recent N anao Exceptions may be some char冒acteristicwarm current 
species: Aρollo幻飢ltatorfrom the Miyainu， Trisidos from the Hiradoko Lower， 
and Dendostrea from the il7 akura-eki and Akaura SheH Bedso These species 
are now living around south Japan and Formosao 
At present thεdistribution boundary betweεn the warm and cold current species is 
not so along the Sea side of Japan， and the Hokuriku region corresponds to 
the very area of mixing between both type spcies. 
It can be summarized that the molluscan assemblage of the Uji Shell Bed represents 
the coast area which corresponds to the Recent N oto or a colder area 
latitude)， and that of the Hashitate Shell Bed is approximately the same with the Recent 
Noto area固 AssemblagesIrom other shell beds seem to represent the present sea coast 
of N oto or a warmer area (lower latitude)。
Bath戸ηetric The bathymetric ranges of molluscan species are classified 
after OYAMA as shown in Table 1. Regarding the molluscan assemblages from a1 
shell beds treated their Recent habitats represent mostly the euneritic (N ，)
environments. For the four shell beds in the open sea (or somewhat 
embayrnental open sea) environmε批 theUji， Hiradoko Upper (1-I1・2Uhorizon)， 
Asahiyama and Hashit 
or bottom dwellers and those on the gravelly or bottom. The 
Hiradoko Lower and Hashitate Shell Beds contain morεspecies living 011 the rocky and 
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gravelly bottom， whereas the assemblages from the other shell beds are predominant in 
the species living on the sandy and muddy bottom. The sandy and ffil1ddy bottom 
dwellers attain to as high as 80 to 90 percentage of the total species in the Akiyoshi， 
Wakura-eki (W1 and W3 horizon) and Akaura Shell Beds. 
As seen from the occurrence of molluscan remains 031 the Miyainu Shell Bed 
(Text-figure 6 and Table 2)， the species living in the rocky and gravel1y bottom are 
found immediately above the rocky basement， whereas the species living on the sandy 
and muddy bottom are common in other parts away from the consolidated basement. 
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Table 3. T旦xonomiccomposition and ecological char呂ctersof ten shel beds in the Late Pleistocen邑
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Discussions on th世GeologicalAge 
The elevations of the shell beds above thεpresent sea level are close to those of the 
basement rocks， because in general the beds are found immediately above the basement. 
The top surface of the middle terraces including the shell beds differs in elevation from 
place to place， ranging from 20 to 50 meters above the present sea level. 1n spite of the 
difference， these middle terraces are thought to corespond roughly to the high 武田dof 
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sea level during the Late Pleistocene， the Shimosueyoshi transgression in the Kanto 
reglOn. 
On the relation between the Formation including the Uji Shell Bed and the 
Hiradoko Fomlation the Hiradoko Lo'01er and Upper Shell Beds， Hokuriku 
Quaternary Resεarch Group (1969) suggested that the Uji Formation might represent a 
distinct phase of transgression which '01as different from the Hiradoko Formation. 
Later '01orks by KASENO (1976， 1977) and FUJlI (1976)， however， proposed a revision that 
the two formations and shell beds might represent the same transgression， and the 
difference of characters bet'01een both could be interpreted as the different 
stages of one transgressive period， Furthermore， KASENO (1977) suggests that the Uji， 
Hiradoko Lo'01er and Hiradoko Shel1 Beds seem to represent the early， middle 
and later stage of one transgressive phase， 
On the age of the Hiradoko Formation， UJllE (1915) is of opinion different from the 
present writer¥， He points out a probability of the postglacial age for the Hiradoko 
Formation on the basis of a paleoenvironmental reconstruction of the Sea of J apan. 
The writer， ho'01ever， cannot accept his opinion， because the Late Pleistocene age of the 
Hiradoko Formation is supportεd the marine terrace topography and the actual 
existence of the Holocene coastal in the environs of Hiradoko 叩
Quaternary Research Group司 1961，1969). 
Age of the Hashitate Shel1 Bed is considered to be similar to that of the Uji Shell 
Bed， owing to the similar terrace elevation and environmental conditions. 
As a conclusion， the ten shell beds treated in the present article are considered to be 
the products by the LatεPleistocene Shimosueyoshi (or Hiradoko) transgression， '01hich 
is tentatively correlated with the Riss-Wurm interglacial period， differences of 
each molluscan assemblages in terms of and environment， may suggest the 
difference of age or environmental conditions within the same transgressive phase 
T:axol1omic 
The molluscan fossils col1ected by the '01riter from the ten shell beds in the Late 
Pleistocene marine terrace deposits in Hokuriku region， contain 247 species of 
gastropods， 5 of scaphopods and 193 of pelecypods， intotal 445 species. Among thern， 
one is new to science and '01il be descrided in this article. there 
are 18 indetermined which could be assignεd only generically， 
Aside from the molluscan fossils， some animal megafossils were collected and listed 
in the table. They are 3 species of brachiopods， 5 species of echinoids， and polychaeta， 
crab， ootolith of fish ¥L(UelilU[iT/似)etc. 
The total list of these fossils is given in Table 1， and the number of species from 
each shell bed is given in Table 3. Detai!ed description of the species other than ne'01 
ones are excluded from the present paper， and only the photographs of specimens for 
each shell bed are sho'01n in PLA TE 1 ~XX。
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Description of N ew Gastropod 8pεde昌
Sinusicola n. sp. ? 
(Plate VI， 15 and Text-figure 11) 
Shell smal!， turrete， subcylindrical. Whorls 6おin number， of which l}~ are 
embr・yonicones. Whor1s moderately convεx， spirally closely distinct threaded， the 
number of the threads being 12 on the parietal whorl. Base convex， with about 6 spiral 
threads. Sutures distinct. Apεrture sub-oval， the inner margin being arched with thin 
callous and outerlip thickened. Peristome continuous. 
Measurement: Height 5.5 mm， Breadth L9 
mm (GKZ 70562). 
Type localiか:Hiradoko， Suzu City， N oto. 
日iradokoUpper Shel1 Bed， 
Late J?leistocene. 
Text-figure 11. Sinusicola n. sp. 
Remar}，お Thisspecies somewhat resembles Sim俗化olayeηdoi and S. 
filiola (YOKOYAMA)， but differs from them with subsemilunar aperture and coarse spiral 
threads near suture， especially at the lower part of the whorl in the latters. It is not 
warranted in giving a new specific name， however， because of its being represented with 
only a single specimen and of lacking access to specimens of the living species of 
Sinusicola for detailed comparison. 
Alvania ujiensis n. sp. 
(Plate 1， Fig. 21， 22and Text-figure 12) 
Shell smal1， thin， ovately conical in shape. Whors 5， well inflated， with fine spiral 
and longitudinal plicae， about 8 spiral plicae on the parietal whorl. Embryonic whorl 
about 1括， smooth. Body whorl as 1m宮eas about}{ of shell height and rounded， has 
about 20 fine spiral and about 25 fine longitudinal plicae， though base has only fine 
spiral p1icae. Suture distinct. Umbilicus narrow chink. Aperture shortly ovate， with 
peristome continuous. 
Measurement: Height 2.7 mm， Breadth 1.5 mm (Holotype， GK主Z70565) ; 
( 吻W? ) H臨耐叫e創叫柑1ほ尉ight2.5 
5ゆρE町czηme開幻s) Height 2.6 mm， Breadth 1.5出m(但Pa訂ra机typeNo. 2， GKZ 70567). 
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Text-figure 12. Alvan勿ujiensisn. sp. 
ηρe loca助:Uji， Suzu City， N oto. 
Uji Shell Bed， Late Pleistocene. 
Remarks : This new species is the nearest ally to Alvania ogasaω'arana PILSBRY， but 
the former has more numerous and weaker longitudinal plicae than in the latter. This 
species also somewhat resembles A.αsura (YOKOYAMA) in shape， but the former has 
more numerous and fine longitudinal plicae. This species also is easily distinguished 
from A. concinna (A.AnAMS) being wider， and weaker longitudinal plicae. 
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Table 1. List of molluscan shells from ten shell beds of the La住民eistocenemarine terrace d芭positsin Hokuriku region， c邑ntralJ apan. 
For ten shell beds， (1) f士equεncyof occurrence is given・Foreach species， such日cologicald呂taas (2) typ邑 ofr己C邑ntgeographical 
distribution， (3) bathymetric range， (4) bottom charact芭r，and (5) distinctive species living in bay are also shown as far as possible 
Name of Shell Bed: 1. Uji (U)， 2.Hir呂dokoUpper (Hu) 2，…H" 22...Hzu， 23…H2m， 2，・ .H21，25'・.H3，3. Hiradoko Low巴r(HL)， 
4. Miyainu (Mi)， 5.Akiyoshi (Ay)， 6. Wakuraーεki(W) 6，・ W，(W2)，62…W3，63・・W"7. Akaura (Au)， 
8. Amatan (Am)， 9.Asahiyama (As)， 10目 Hashitatε(目的
(1) Frequency of occurrence : va : Very呂bundant，a : Abundant， c : Common， r : Rare 
(2) Type of rec四 tgeographical distribution : 
W : Warm current sp己C1εs.
W，...Species Iiving in cεntral ]apan and southward (or south ]apan and southward) 
W2・Species living in southw邑stHokkaido and southward on thξ ]apan Sea coast， and 
central ]apan and southward on th己Pacificcoast 
C : Cold current speci色s.
c…Sp巴ciesliving in northeast Japan and northw呂rd.
Cz...Species Iiving in central ]apan and northward 
CW: Sp己Cl記sliving in boτh cold呂ndwarm curr記nt. L : Limited distribution. 
(3) B呂thymetricrange : N 0'" Intertidal， N，.. Euneritic (~30 m)， N 2…Mesoneritic (20~60 m)， Ns...Subneritic (50ι120 m)， 
N.・Bath戸1eritic(100~250 m)， B...Bathyal (200 m~). 
(4) Bottom character : R :~Rock， G : Grav~l ， S : Sand， M : Mud， -f : fine， B : Rock-boring shell， 0 : Others (algae or wood etc.). 
(5) Embayment speci巴s:E
No. Specific Name 
1 I H，αliotis (Nordotis) discus REEVE 
2 1 Woodwardia (S ukαshitrocl附)cα円natα(A.ADAMS)
31 E叩αrginulαcrαssicostαtaSOWERBY 
41 E. (E1IUlrginella) sp. 
51 pコ'unctu引4げrellゐα(p包mηct旬包rellゐωαω)1冗叩Z凶06ili悶s(A句λADAMS)
61 TugαJμi decuδSα志kωピα1(A.ADAMSω ) 
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Table 1十 2(continued) 
No S peci fic N ame Japanese Name Plate 112，2，2，2，25 314 51 6， 62 63 718 9 1。(2) (3) (4) 
7 I Diodora sieboldii (REEVE) Kuzuyagai XlI-2 r c W， No-' R，G 
81 Mαcroschismαsinense (A.ADAMS) Sukashigai 1-4 Ilr W2 No-， R，G 
91 M. dilαtαtum 1悶 chkei PILSBRY Sukashigasagai XJX-ll r I r r cl W2 I可。-， R，G 
10 Pαte llo idα( Chiαzαcmeα) pygmαeα(DUNKER) 日imekozaragai 理 3 E r CW N。 R，G 
11 P. (Cん) p. sigηαtα( PILSBRY) Shiborigai VI-2 r W， N。 R，G 
12 Collisellα( ConoidαC悦 eα)heroldi(DUNKER) Kogamogai 亙JX-1311c cllCW N。 R 
13 C. (C. ) clorsuosα(GOULD) Kamogai 1-5 Ilr CW N。 R 
14 c. (C. ) oyαmαi HABE Y ayoihanagas a I ← 6 C I r r r E r W， No R 
15 Notoαcmeαschrenckii (LISCHKE) Aogai r rllW2 No R，G 
16 Acmαeα (Nιveotec tura) pallidα( GOULD) Yukinokasa XIX-1211c cl C2 N， R，S 
17 Calliost肝叫 (Tristichotrochus)unicum (DUNKER) Ebisugai VI-3 r r W2 N'-4 RG 
18 じ(工)multili1αtum (SOWERBY) Nishikie bisu I十 7Ilr CW N'_2 RG 
19 C. (T. ) kiiense 1KEBE Kiiebisu 1-811r W， N2 SG 
20 Turcicαcoreeηsis PEASE Makiageebisu I -9 Ilr CW N3-4 fS 
21 M叩 odontα(Monodontα) Iαbio (L INNAEUS) Ishidatami XVl-5 r cw No RG 
22 Granαtα Iyratα(PILSBRY) Ashiyagai Vl-4 r C1町 Nト 1 RG 
23 Euchelus (Euchelus) rubrα(A.ADAM S) Kabasanshogaimodoki vl← 6 r c W， N， RG 
24 K (Vαceuchelus) foveolαtus (A.ADAM S) Hinakagosanshogaimodoki Vl-5 c c r W， No RG 
25 C lanculus (Mesoclanculus)αleT (PILSBRY) Kuromakiageebisu Vl-7 r W2 Nト 1 RG 
26 C. (Clαncul，国)mαrgαritαrius (P HILIPPI) Kogatanatsumomo r N。 RG 
i 27 Cαnthαridus cαlIichroα( PHILIPPI) I-lanachigusa XIX-14 r cl W2 No-， RG，O 
28 C. c. bisbαlteαtus (PILSBRY) Shiributochigusa 1 -10，1 1c rl W， N。 RG，O 
29 C. jαponicus hilαris (LISCHKE) iVlidorichigusa 理-4 r I r c r c r W， N， OIE 
30 Tegulα( Chlorostmπα) rusticα(GMELIN) Koshidakagangara XIl-5 clr r r I r CW Nト 1 RG 
31 Ethminoliαsteαrnsii (PILSBRY) K inushi tadam i Vl-8 r c W2 N，- fS 





? ? ? ?
? ?
?〉










33 LiTularia (Conotαlopiα) ornαtα(SOWERBY) Hinashitadami VI-9 rl c r W2 N， S 
34 L. (Lirulαnα)げ idescens(&CHRENCK) Akoyashi tadam i 1 -12 1r C， トSO-l O 
35 L. (L. ) redimitα(GOULD) Kasurimakishi tadam i XlX-16 iIc c 1 c， N2 
36 Umbonium (Suchiu刑 ) costαtum (KIENER) Kisago 1 -13 1c CW N， S 
37 Stomαt悶 (Stomatolinα)叩 bra(LMARCK) Ashiyagama 羽一10 I r W2 N， RG 
38 L issotestα80b，同α(A.ADAMS) Itokoshitadami XN-14 r eliW， 
39 Liotinαnα semiclαthTαtulα(S CI-lRENCK) H imekatabegai VI-ll 1 r I Wz Nト 1 RG 
40 Turbo (Batillus) co問 utus(LIGI-lTFOOT) Sazae r W2 N， R 
41 Lunellαcor仰叫αcoreensis(RECLUZ) Sugai XH-6 r CW NO RG 
42 Astrαlium hαemαtragum (MENKE) U rauzugai XH-7 r c C a c W2 No-1 R 
43 HomαlopomααmuSs<tαtum (GOULD) E zozanshogai 
I-H， 
cl c， N，-2 RG XlX-1711 c 
44 H. sangαrense (S CHRENCK) Yamazanshogai 1 -15 1 a al C2 N， RG 
45 H. noctUTliUm (G OULD) Sanshogai 1 -16 1 r rllCW N， RG 
46 Neocollonia pilulα(DUNKER) S anshosugai VI← 12 c c r W， N， RG 
Hiloαtnst日 (PILSBRY) Komurasakibai R，O 47 1-1711a cl c， N←l 
48 H. megαstomα(PILSBRY) Benibai VI-13 r W， Nト 1 R，O 
49 H. oligomphαJα(PILSBRY) Koshidakabenibai r W， No-1 R，O 
50 Smαragdiα(Smαragdellα) pαulcciα叩 (GASSIES) U m ihimekanokogai VI-14 r W， o IE ト
51 LαcU'r回 (Temαnellα) turritα(A.ADAMS) Chairotamakibi 
I-18，a al C， N←1 。XlX-18 
52 L. (Epher悶 )decorαtα(A.ADAMS) Koudakachair、otamakibi XlX-1911c cl c， ト~o-- l O 
53 S tenotis latiflαsnαtα(A.ADAMS) XIX-20 al L 
rllCW 54 L ittori叩 breviculα(PHILIPPr) Tamakibi XlX-21 N。 R 
55 Tornus (S igαreto打開s)plαnus (A.ADAMS) Isomaimai 1 -19 rl r r W， N，-2 ISM IE 
56 Munditiellααmmonocerα8 (A.ADAMS) W adachi shi tadam i 1 -20 1r W， No-1 SG 
57 Pseudoliotiαpulchellα(DUNKER) Shiragikugai XVlI-1 Ir r I W， iNO-1 5 
58 Pygmαerotαcinguliferα(A.ADAMS) Kazuuzumakigai X班 2 r r r W， NO-1 SG 
59 P. duplicαtα(LISCHKE) Arauzumakigai XVllI-3 r CW NO-1 SG 
60 Pellamorαtrochleαris (G OULD) Gomatsubo X咽-4 r I r C C r rlc W， No SG 
Table 1 - 3 (continued) 
No. Specific Name Japanese Name Plat8 112，2，2，2.2， 314 516， 6， 6， 718 9110 (2) (3) (4) 
61 Sinuδicolα(7) sp. XII-8 r 
62 S. n. sp. ? V1-15 r 
63 Merelina tokyoensis (PILSBRY) Tokyorisotsubo XlX-2211r rl W， N。 SG 
64 Alvα別 αconClnnαA.ADAMS Tamatsubo 亙lX-2311c r r rla CW N。 o IE 
65 A. ujiensis n. sp. 1-21，2211 r 
66 R issoina (Phosinella) fuscα(GOULD) Nunomechojigai E班-5 C W， No-， RSG 
67 R. (Ph. ) tornαtilis (GOULD) Kagomechojigai X四 6 r r r W， Nト 1 SG 
68 R. (Rissolinα) 1αevicostulatαPILSBRY S uj iunericho j igai X昭 7 CI C C C r Cla r a W， N←1 RSG 
69 Bαrleeiααηgustαtα(PILSBRY) T ougataka w azansho XlX-2411c cllCW N。 SG 
70 S etia bif，αsoαta A.ADAMS XW-15 c L N。
71 Turritellα(K urosioia) 1<αsc!αlis MENKE Himekirigaidamashi XIl-g c c r alCla a r W， N，_ fS 
72 主 (Neohaustαtor)αηdenensis0 TUKA Fujital口rigaidamashi I -23 1r CW N2~4 fSM 
73 Siliq，国riacumingii (MORCH) Mimizugai 羽一16，17 r r r W， N'-3 O 
74 S erpulorbis (C 1αdopodα) i叩 bricαtus(DUNKER) Oohebigai X-6 E CW NO-1 RG 
75 Cerithideopsis (Cerithideopsillα) cingulαtα(GMELIN) Henatari XV-1 E va ρ 〕 W， N。 SM IE 
76 C. (C. ) djαdjαriensis (K.MARTIN) Kawaai c CW No SM IE 
77 Bαtilαr1αzo叩 lis(BRUGUIERE) Ibouminina 
XV-2， a 4ι CW N。 SM IE E百-6
78 B. multiformis (LISCHKE) Uminina Vl-18 r r a rllCW 凡 SMR 
79 Clαthrofenellαreticulαtα(A.ADAMS) Ogasawaramotsubo XII-lO r I a c c r rlal r C W， N， ISM IE 
80 C. keno1日s(YOKOYAMA) Kenomotsubo XII-ll r C r L 
81 Eufenella pupoides (A.ADAMS) S anagimotsubo XIl-12 c c r r rlC r r W， N， fSM IE 
82 E. rufocinctα(A.ADAMS) S himamotsubo I -25 1r c r r W， N， S 
83 Scαliola bellαA.ADAMS S unamochi tsubo 羽一19 r W， N， SM 
84 So glαreosαA.ADAMS Chibisunamochi tsubo Vl-20 r r W， トJ， SM 
85 Dzαlαuα1"lαA.ADAMS Suzumehamatsubo XII-13 r r C C W， NO-1 R，O 








87 DiJJ，αlabαP(ctα(A.ADAMS) Shimahamatsubo 1 -24 C Clr 1'11' l-。88 D. hllngerfordi (SOWERBY) U nehamatsubo JiIl-14 r w21 N。 。
89 P lesioiTOchus aCltαnglllus (Y OKOYAMA) Chigusakanimori Vl-22 I r w， N， R，O 
Bittiu1n (Bittiu1n) glαreosu1n GOULD 
XIl-15， 
90 トJom ikanimori XV唖-9 rl r c c a al r r a w， N， SM 
91 B. (B. )αlutαceu1n GOULD Dandaranomikanimori CI C a c r a C w， N， R，O 
92 Rhinoclαvis (Ochetoclαvα) kochi (PHILlPPI) Kanimorigai 
羽-23， C r CW N， fS 
あ江-7
93 R. (Proclα叩 )pfefferi (DUNKER) H imekani mori XVIIl-l1 c c a c I W， N， fS 
94 Clypeo1norus hurnilis (DUNKER) Kayanomil日nllOr1 X澗ー10 r W， NO-1 RG 
95 Cerithiurn kobelti (DUNKER) Koorogikanimori XW-16 Ci r C C a c alalC C 1 C & Wη NO-1 RG 
96 Cerithiopsis sp XVIl-12 r rlr 
97 Eulirnα刑即日 (A.ADAMS) Shiroharigouna r W，i N， iS 
98 Bαlcis shibαπα(YOKOYAMA) Shibasetomonogai r r L 
99 B. sp. 官-24 r 1 r r 
100 MUCTonαliαphilippianα(DUNKER) 日irippitsumamigai 羽-25 r r w， N，-2 SM 
101 M. dunkerianα(PILSBRY) Dounkerut sumamigai Vl-26 r r w， N，-2 SM 
102 M. subura (A.ADAMS) Kogatatsumamigai r L 
103 SαbiαconlCα( S CHUMACHER) Kikusuzumegai 1 -26 1r CW NO-1 R，O 
104 Couthouyiαpersolutα( NEVILL) Hatsukanezumigai XIX-25 cl W， 
105 Arnαrn，c仰，chαokαrnotoiHABE N agaendougai V1-21 r L 
106 Cαpulus yokoyαrnai OYAMA y okoyamakasenchidorigai X-7 a 
107 Tuguriu1n exuturn (REEVE) K inugasagai 百-27 r w， N'-3 fSM 
108 Strornbus (Doxαnder) jαponicus REEVE Shidoro 
Vl-30， clvava c c a CIC r c W， N，-2 SM Xl-16 
109 Velutinα( Lirnneriα) bullαHABE Maruhanazutogai I -27 1r rl C， NO R 
110 Proterαto (S ulcerato) cαllosα(ADAMS et REEVE) Zakurogai 
I -28， 
r 1 r c r W， NO-1 RGS Vl-29 
111 Erroneα( Purpuradustα) grαcilis jαpo削 CαSCHILDER Medakaragai 理-17 r ふE c w21 NO-1 I RG 
112 CryptσAαtlCαJαnthostomoides (KURODA et HABE) Ezotamagai 1 -29 Ic C 
113 C.αdαrnszα回 (DUNKER) Adamusutamagai 「-181 r F W，i N， ISMG 












Table 1-4 (continued) 
No. Specific Narne Japanese Narne Plate 112，2，232，25 314 516， 6， 63 718 911 (2) (3) (4) (5 
115 Polinices sαgαmiensis PILSBRY U chiyarnatarnatsubaki 羽-31 c c c W， N，-2 fS 
116 Neveritα( Glossαulax) reiniana (DUNKER) Hanatsurneta 担任-8 rl c c c C r rl rlC c c W， N，- SM 
117 N. (G. ) didymα(RODINC) Tsurnetagai 
1-30， r r r r 1 r r CW N'-2 fS XVI-9 
118 N. (G. ) vesicα1 is(PH!LIPPI) H irnetsurneta I r W， N，-2 fS 
119 Uberellαbαthyraphe (PrLSBRY) o ri ireshiratarnagai X-8 r r W， N司 5 
120 Sinum)αvanicum (GRIFFITH et PIDCEON) Fukurogai VJ]-l r r W， N'-3 fS 
121 Eunαtic，ηαpαpillα(GMELIN) Nekogai V1-28 I r r r r W， N， fS 
122 Semιcα88is bisulcαtα pilα(REEVE) U rashirnagai VIT← 3 E W， N'-3 SM 
123 FU8itriton oregonensis (REDFIELD) Ayabora 1-31 r C， トJ，-B fSM 
124 Apolloη(Apoll肌)叫旬tor(RODINC) Unebora X1-19 C W， No-， RG 
125 Thαis (Reishiα) bronni (DUNKER) Reishi 
X-9) c rl r r I r CW No-'[ R 
X1-20 
126 T. (R. ) clαvigera (KUSTER) lbonishi X1-21 r T CW NO-1 R 
127 T. (R. ) pseudodiademα(YOKOYAMA) Ohaguroreishi VJ]-4 r W， N。 R 
128 C eratostomα(Ocenebra) jαponicum (DUNKER) Ooyouraku 1 -33 1 c rllCW NO-1 RG 
129 C. (Cerαtostomα) burnetti (ADAMS et REEVE) Hiregai XlX-26 rl1 C， NO-1 R 
130 Bed川 ηα birileJJi(LISCHKE) Kagornegai X1-22 r r c r C 1 C]r r 1 C W， N， SG E 
131 B. pachyrαphe (SMITtr) VJ]-5 r 1町2 NO-1 SG，R 
132 Erg，αJαtαx Cαlcαreus (DUNKER) Futohirneyouraku 1 -32 1r r W， N， RG 
133 Mitrellα(Mitrellα) bicinctα(GOULD) Mugigai }霊 23 c c c c r alal r r C CW No-， R，SC 
134 M. (M. ) burchαrdi (DUNKER) Koudakarnatsurnushi 1 -34 Ila allCW NO-1 RG，O 
135 M. (M.)ια叩 chisoidesNOMURA et NIINO U nernatsurnushi 1 -35 Ilr W， N'-3 SG 
136 M. (Indornitrellα) lischkei (SMITH) Shiragegai 1!lI-6 c c r I r I C CW Nl-3 SG，R 
137 M. (1.)叩αrtensi (LrscH!<E) Marutensumatsurnushi 1!lI-2 c a CW N0-1 o IE 
138 Zαf1αpumilα(DUNKER) Norninina 刀直 131 r I r c CW NO-1 RG 
139 Z. mitriJormis (A.ADAMS) N orn ininarnodoki 五四一14r 1 r r r r W， N， O 
140 Z. vαlidicostα(HABE) Unenominina X1-24 r r W， N， O 
????










? 、 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
??
? 、 ? ? ? ?
??
?
141 Zα:fr肌 α(Clαthuranachis) jαp侃 ica(A.ADAMS) Kagomenukabora r W， N，-3 SG 
142 BαbyloniαJαpon，cα(REEVE) 8ai 四-8 r W2 N， S 
143 Enzinopsis刑 enkeα叩 (DUNKER) Gomafuhoradamashi 四一7 r r r W， NO-1 RG 
144 5 iphonαliαcassidαnαeformis (REEVE) Mikurigai 四-9 r 1 r c W， N，-2 fS 
145 5eαrlesia fuscolabiatα( SMITH) Tobaisonina 1-36 Ilc C， NO-1 SG，R 
146 Tritia (Retic，刷 ssα)jαponica (A.ADAMS) Kinubora r r r c c rl a a C r CW N，.- M E 
147 T. (R. ) spurcα( GOULD) H imemushiro x1駆 161r r r r r l C C I CI C CW NO-1 SG 
148 T. (R. ) festivα(POWYS) Aramushiro XlV-19! r r a r I r r r CiV NO-1 SG E 
149 Nassαrius (Z euxis) cαelαtus (A.ADAMS) Hanamushiro 四一11 r r W， N，-4 SM 
150 N. (TαγαZ剖，xis)suJjlatus (GOULD) Yofubai 1昭一12 F r W， N， SG 
151 N. (Niothα) 1 ivescens (PHlLIPPI) Mushirogai Z1I-25 rl r c c c c c IVaI C r CW NO-1 SG 
152 N. (N. ) clathratus (LAMARCK) Araregai 四一13 c c I W， N，-3 fS 
153 Pugilirα(Hemij，出回) te門叫tαna(GMELIN) Tengunishi VlI-14 r r r W. N，-2 S 
154 FusolαtlTUS coreαmcα( SMITH) Chosennishi XlJ(-28 1'1 W， NO-1 SG 
155 Fusinus perplexus (A.ADAMS) トJaganishi 1 -38 rl r r r CW N，-2 S，fS 
156 Pusiαmerr H izentsukushigai XlJ(-27 cl W， NO-l RG 
157 P. sαgαmiensis KURODA et HABE S agam i tsukushigai r L N2-4 SG 
158 Mitra (5加山間開ia)incisα(ADAMS et REEVE) Kouj inkasumifude 1/]-10 r r I W， N2-3 S 
159 Olivella fulguratα(ADAMS et REEVE) Mushibotarugai 1 -37 1c 1'11' CW NO-1 S 
160 OlivαmustelinαLAMARCK Makuragai 
II-l 
W， トh fS XYJ![-17 r 1 l' C r 
161 Gibbe叩 linαt仰 tilα(GOULD) Takarakogomegai II-2 C cl W， NO-3 SG 
162 Cancellαriα( 5ydapher，α) spengleriαηαDESHAYES Koromogai VlI-15 r r r CW N，ヨ SM 
163 Clαvus ( Tylotiellα) jαponiclls (LISCHKE) Ohaguroshaj iku II-3 r r CW N'-2 fS 
164 PαTαdrilliαinconstαηs (SMITH) Ibohimeshaj iku 四一16 r r r r W， N，-3 fSM 
165 P seudoetremαfortilirαta (SMIT日) Hososhajiku XlV-20 r r r r I CW Nl-2 fSM 
166 lηquisitorαngustus KURODA et OYAMA Hashinagamom i j ibora VlI-17 I 
167 1. jeffreysii (SMITH) Momijibora Xl[-26 r c CWI NH 1 SM 
168 Lophioioma (Lophiotllrris) indicα(RODINC) Mad且rakudamaki r W，I NH 1 fSM 
Table 1 - 5 (continued) 
No. Specific Name Japanese Name Plate 112，2，2，2，2， 314 516， 62 6， 718 9110 (2) (3) (4) 
169 Lophiotomα(Lophioturri s) leucotropsis Kudamakigai 豆漉-1811r r fSM 
(ADAMS et REEVE) 1岨-20
170 To叩op必urαη'veα(PHILlPPI) Makimonoshai iku X駆 19
r r r W，I N，- S 
171 T. komakimonos (OTUKA) Kogeshai iku 四一19 r W， N， S 
172 Suαvodrilliαdeclivis (V. MARTENS) Togarishaj iku 1I-5 r C， N'-4 fS 
173 Propebelα( Turri tomα) yokoyα刑 αi(ONOYAMA) Yokoyamaniyorimanji II-6 r C， 
174 Mαngeliαdeshayesi DUNKER S usochamanj i VIl-21 r I r r r Z r1 r CW N， S 
175 M. makiyα?叩 iOTUKA r 
176 M. himerodes (MELVILL et STANDEN) H imemanj igai r W， N， S 
177 M. sp回 r r 
178 Gurαleus tαbαtensis (TOKUNAGA) Tabatai tokakemanj i Xl-27 r I r r rlr r W， 
179 CithαrellαcostulαtαDUNKER Shimahanashikototsubu Vl-18 r r W， N， 
180 Pseudorhαphitomαnαgαnumαensis OTUKA 四一22 r r L 
181 P. cf. hexαgonalis (REEVE) Mukadokeborikuchikire Vl-23 r (W， NO-1 RG) 
182 Clαthurellα(Etremopα) textα(DUNKER) 
Amikoshibosokuchi- 四←24 r r r fS kiretsubu 
183 C. (E. ) gαinesl (PILSBRY) Chai rofutanashi shaj iku 亙]x-29 r rl W，I NO-1 S 
184 Clαthromαηgeliαleu.ckαrti (DUNKER) Kuriiromanjj X-lO r I r r li r r I IICW! NO-1 RG 
185 Kermiαtokyoensis (PILSBRY) Tokyokoushi tsubu Xl-28 r r r W， N， SG 
186 Veprecu.lαg1αcilispirα(SMITH) N agatogekoushi tsubu 1111-25 r W， NH IS 
187 Asperdαphne subzonαtα(SMITH) Usuobifutanashishaj iku 班 1 I W， N， S 
188 Kuroshiodαphne sp. (7) V軍一2 r r 
189 K. sαtu.γαtα(REEVE) Kawariborifudeshaj iku 四-3 r W， N'-2 1 S 
190 Dα.phne IαTαdulαPILSBRY Kasuri fudeshaj iku Vl-4 r W， N， S 
191 Noditerebrα(Noditerebrα) evolutα(DESHAYES) Iwakawatokusa 1I-8 r W， N， S 
192 S tri 0 te re brum( C ingul ote 1'e brα)hedle^αη凹β(PILSBRY) S hirokonikutake II-'i r W， N，-3 fS 
193 
日m… 四一5 r I r c r N， S 







195 Amαeα thielei (DE BOURY) Kurinitokake r W， N'-3 fS 
196 Epitonium (LαmelliscαJα) replicatum(SOWERBY) Hasuitokake 四一7 r W， N， S 
197 E. (LαeVz，8CαJα)αng仰向叩 (DUNKER) Shinobugai Xl[-29 r W， N， fS 
198 E. (Spiniscαlα) jαpOn!山間 (DUNKER) 日imenejigai XlX -30 r IIW， N。 R 
199 E. (Cinctiscαlα) sαgαm iense (PILSBR y) S agam iitokake VlI-8 r r VV2 N， S 
200 E. (HirtoscαJα) pyram idale (S OWERBY) Tougataitokake V亜-6 r W， N， S 
201 Mathildαsp. X区一31 r 
202 ViTiolαtricLnctα(DUNKER) Kirioregai XVlI-21 r C rlr c W。 No-' RG 
203 Inellαfusca (DUNKER) X-12 clr W， 
204 Isotriphor.αkurodαi KOSUGE Konboukiriore Xl[-30 r I r r r W， N， RG 
205 Triphora conspersα( SMITH) S afurankiriore 田 9 r I r r r r c W， N，_ R，G 
206 T. otsuensis (YOKOYAMA) Hosoararekiriore 溜-31 T I rlClr rlr W， N'-3 SG 
207 T. rnultigyr.αtα(YOKOYAMA) Kazumal日kiriore I C W， No-， IG 
208 Leucoti叫 glgαnteα(DUNKER) Makimonogai VlI-I0 r r W， N'-2 fS 
209 L. dianαe (A.ADAMS) Komakimonogai r I r W， N'-2 S 
210 ActαeopYlαmiS exz，mzα(LISCHKE) Himegouna r W， N'-2 S 
211 A.lαutα(A.ADAMS) H osomakiginu VllI-l1 r r W， N'-2 fSM IE 
212 A.lαreXl77 Araborihosomakiginu r W， N，_ fSM 
213 Eupαrtheniαsp. Xl[-32 c 
214 Ti beTia (Or;，日 Iα)pulchellα(A.ADAMS) Kuchikiregai XN-21 Ir rlC cw N， fS E 
215 Syrno!αc inc te 1αA.ADAMS Hosokuchikiregai II-9 r I N'-2 fS 
216 S. subcinctellαNOMURA Kohosokuchikiregai II-lO Ir r N'-2 SM IE 
217 S. sp. r I r r r 
218 Ag.αthαvirgo (A.ADAMS) Migakikuchikiregai 四 12 r r W， N， SM 
219 EbαJαsp. 理 13 r r 
220 ChTYSαlidα(Bαbellα) cαelatα(A.ADAMS) X-ll r 
12211 C. (PYTgU!日叫)densecostulαzα(GARRETT) 
12221 Mirαldα(jv1irαldα) gemmα(A.ADAMS) 
，- 1 I 
lMMch蜘 I~~33111 r r r 
日osoararekuchikire 盟-3311 1 
? ? ? ?「
??
??????






?? ? 、 、 ? ? ? ?
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Table 1-6 (continued) 
No. Specific Name Japanese Name Plate 1121おみおお 314 516， 6， 63 718 9111 (2) (3) (4) (5) 
223 Odostomiα( Odostomiα) limpidαDALL et BARTSCH S ukikuchikiremodoki r r rlr CW 
224 O. (0. ) fujitanii YOKOYAMA Fujitanikuchikiremodoki r 
225 O. (0. ) hilgendorfi CLESSIN Oriiιekuchiki回m説。ki 斑 34 r r r CW N， S 
226 O. spp. rI r r r nr rlr 
227 Turbonillα( Turbonillα) hirαdokoensis OTUKA r 
228 T. (T. ) imbαna YOKOYAMA Inbaitokakegiri i Clr r L 
229 T. (Pyrgiscus) mαtU1叫m'日目悶 OTliKA r r 
230 T目 (As作wnda)α'Jfectuosα(YOKOYAMA) Y okosuj igiri rI r CW N， 
231 T. spp. r clr r rlr 
232 C ingulir悶 (Polyspirellα) cingulαtα(DUNKER) Y okoitokakegiri r CW N， fS 
233 C. (Ciηgulinα) triα叩 tαPILSBRY Misuj iyokoi tokakegiri i CW N， S 
234 Solidulα( S trigopupa) strigosロ(GOULD) Koshinomigai 
Il-ll， 
rI r r W， N， fS 1IIt-14 
235 Ringiculα(Ringiculina) doliαris GOULD Mameurashima XN-22 CI r r c c c claal a r I C Clr CW N'-3 fSM IE 
236 R. (R. ) yokoyαmai TAKEYAMA Y okoyarml11lI1eurashima XN-2311c r r r r CIC r nr W， N'-4 fS 
237 R. (R. ) kurodαi TAKEYAMA K urodamameurashima 羽l!-15 r C r W， N'-3 fS 
238 L imulatys okαmotoi HABE Tokkuritamagogai V唖-16 r r N， SM，O 
239 Nipponαtys vol叩 linus(A.ADAMS) Chabodamagai 斑-35 rlr N'-2 SM 
240 Cylichnαtysαngustα( GOULD) Kamisujikaikogai 週一36 r r r CW N，-2 M E 
241 Liloαporcell肌 α(GOULD) Kaikogaidamashi II-12 1r r r r W， N'-2 S 
242 Retusα(Coleophysis) succinctα(AoADAMS) H ekom itsuraragai 租トー 18 rI r r r r rlr cllCW N， SM 
243 R. (C. ) minimαYAMAKAWA H imekometsubugai 百1!--17 c c r r rllCW N'-3 S 
244 Pyrunculus phialus (A.ADAMS) Shiributol日 ikogai vll-←19 r CW N，-B fS 
245 Rhizorus tokunαgαi (MAKIY AMA) Tokunagamamehigai E四一22 r r r CW N，_ SM 
246 R.αcutαeformis (YOKOYAMA) Tamagomamehigai II-13 1r 工 cw N2-B fS 
247 R.αrtzapertα(YAMAKAWA) Tsumumamehigai V聾-20 r W， N'-2 fS 











lh… 前荘-21 Icl :: !?li 250 i Acteocinα( Ton凶tl1叫 )exilis (DUNKER) Y owakometsubugai II~14 251 A. (T. ) decoratα(PILSBRY) Tsuraragai II~15 CI r r r rl W， 
252 A. (Decorifer) matusimαna (NOMURA) Matsushimakometsubugai XV~3 r rllCW No-1 
253 A. (D. ) glo6osα(YAMAKAWA) Marukometsubugai 1・ CW NO-1 fS 
254 A. (D. ) delicαtulα(A.ADAMS) 日iramakik叩犯匂ubugai 四~22 r CW Nト 1 fSM 
255 PhilineαrgentαtαGOULD Kisewata v:m-25 r r r rl r CW N，-3 fSM E 
256 Cαvo/iniα longirostris (BLAINVILLE) S asanotsuyugai II~16 rl r r r Pel aglC 
257 Sipho間口α(SαcculosiphonαTlα)jαpon，cα(DONOVAI可)Karamatsugai XIX~32 rl W。 N。 R 
258 S. (S iphonαcmea) o61ongαtα(YOKOYAMA) Iくitanokaramatsugai II~18 1r Co No O 
259 S. (Plαnesiphon)αcmαeoides PILSBRY Shirokaramatsu邑ai II~17 r vv 260 Williαm'αradiata KURODA et HABE Terikaramatsugai 羽ト26 r 261 Acusta sie60ldianα( PFEIFFER) U sukawamaimai II~19 1 r 
262 Dentαlium (Pαγαdeηtαlium) octαηgulαtum DONOVAN YakadotsilllOgai VE聾E--2384 CI C a c c c ClalC C 1 C C CW N，- fSM IE 
263 D. (P. )0. hexαgonum GOULD Mukadotsunogai XIl~39 rl r r r clr I CW N'--2 fSM IE 
264 D. (Aηtαlis) ti6α叩刑 NOMURA Migakimarutsunogai II~20 lIa w， N，→ム fS 
265 D. (G叩ptαcr.凡e)6ucc inulwn GOULD H imenagatsunogai v:m-23 rI C C CW N，-2 S 
266 Pulse llum hige HABE Higetsunogai r CW N， fS 
267 l¥luculα(Nuculα) pαululαA.ADAMS Mamekurumigai XX~l Ilr c W，1 N←2 
自S M l l l E 268 Acilα(Acila) divαTlCαta (HINDS) Ookiraragai E刊ト-23 I cWI N，-B 
269 A. (Truncαcilα) insig川 s(GOULD) Kiraragai II~21 1 C 
270 Sαccellαsemαtensis (SUZUKI et ISIZUKA) Arasuj isodegai 
II~22， r rlf 1町11 N，-B x-=z 1 r 
271 Arcα7叫viculαTisBRUGUIERE Washinohagai XVlTI-24 I W， NO-1 RG 
272 A. 60ucardi JOUSSEAUME Koberutofunegai 
I -23， allCW NO-1 RG 
xX-311a 
273 A. ocellαfαREEVE Funegai XIII-1， rl c a c c c ~a~a a W2 NO-1 R XVlTI-25 
274 Bαr6atiα(Sαv'gnyαァcα)virescens (REEVE) Kariganeegai XIII-2 CW NO-1 RG E 
275 B. (A6αr6αt，α) limα(REEVE) Egai XIi-3 rrr If[Va a W， NO-1 RG 
276 B. (U stula1'Cα) ste肝 nsi(PILSBRY) I Hanaegai XIII-4 CW NO-1 I RG I I 










? ? ? ?
???〕?
Table 1-7 (continued) 
No. Specific Na.me Japanese Name Plate 112，2，232，25 314 516， 62 63 718 911 (2) (3) (4) (5 
亙四一26 alcllCW 277 Acαr plicαtα (DILLWYN) Koshirogai XX-4 CI a a c r NO-1 
RG 
278 Porterius d，αli (SMITH) Shikoroegai II-24 r c cllCW N，_ RG 
279 Trisidos (Trisidos) kiyonoi (MAKIYAMA) Byobugai 
VI[-33， r C r W， N， SM E X-15 
280 Anαdαra (Scαphαrcα) broughtonii (SCHRENCK) Akagai 
X-16， r r r Clr CI a r I a CW N，-2 fSM E XY-4 
281 A. (S. ) subcrenαtα(LISCHKE) Sarubou 刊1-27，28 C r C CW N， SM E 
282 A. (Diluvαrcα) t1"icenicostα(NYST) I-agoromogai r W， N，-2 fS 
283 A. (Tegillαrcα) grαnosα( LINNAEUS) I-aigai XY-5 (c) a W， NO-1 M E 
284 Striαrcα(GαJαctellα) symmetricα(REEVE) Mimiegai XVJl-27 CI a a a c c トvata C al r CW NO-1 RG 
285 S， (G. ) interplicαtα(GRABAU et KING) Yokoyamamimiegai XN-24 r C C 1 C rlC C a W， NO-3 fSM E 
286 S. (Didimαcαγ) tenebricα(REEVE) Marumimiegai X-18 Clr c W， NO-1 RG 
287 Glycymeris (Glycymeris) vestitα( (DUNKER) Tamakigai I← 27 a 1 r W2 N， S 
288 G， (G. )αlbo/ineatα(LISCHKE) Benkeigai I -25 1c CW N， S 
289 G. (G. ) yessoensis (SOWERBY) Ezotamakigai I -26 1c C2 N， S 
290 Limopsis (Oblimopα) jorskαli A.ADAMS Shirasunagai 
Il-1 
val a a r C CW N，-3 SM 咽-29
291 L. (Nipponolimopsis) decussαtα(A.ADAMS) Mameshimsunagai r CW N2-B SG 
292 C rene la yokoyαmαi NOMURA Chigokizamigai xx-5 Ilc rl W， N，→ S 
293 A rvellαdecorαια(A.ADAMS) Kazari tsuyatamaegai II-29 Ila cl C， N， 
294 Mytilus (Mytilus) coruscus GOULD 19ai XX-8 cllCW iす0-1 R 
295 M. sp. (M. (Crenomytilus) grayanus DUNKER ?) (Ezoigai) r I (Afragmentary ( C， N， RJ 
296 S eptijer (S eptijer) biloculαris pilosus (REEVE) Minokujakugai 亙四一30
specimen) 
W， N。 R r 
297 Septijer (Mytilisepter) virgαtus (WIEGMANN) lvluraso，ki inkogai ]0[-6 r rlc CW NO R 
298 S. (M. ) keenαe NOMURA Himeigai 
1I-28 vallCW ト10-1 R，G ]0[-7' Ilc 
299 Modiolus (Modiolus)削 pp帥 icus(OYAMA) 日ibarigai I1-2 巴 r C cllCW NO-1 R 
300 Adulαcαlifor川町山snlpponlCαHABE Mayuigai 1'1 C。 No R，O 小川αー BE 1 tomayuigai VlJ[-30 r W， N，- O 








303 Botulinαcorαlliophagα( GMELIN) Chijimitamaegai 
刃-3， r W， NO-1 R(B) 
XIl-5 
304 Botulαsiliculα(LAMARCK) N uI'imakura X-14 c W， N。 R(l3) 
305 Lithophagα(Leiosolenus) curtα(LISCHKE) Ishimate X-13 r r r r w NO-1 R(B) 
306 L. (Lαbis) e1"imiticαKURODA et HABE Kaku1'eishimate X咽-28 F W， No-t R(l3) 
307 Atrinα( 5ervαt打開)pectinata japonicα(REEVE) Tairagi XVl-lO r c r fSM 
308 PlicαtulαhorridαDUNKER Ishigakimodoki 
X-20， 
rlr C W，I N， RG E咽-2911r c c r 
309 Chlamys (Chlamys) j，αrreri nipponensi s KURODA Azumanishiki III-7， C 1 r c r 1'IC CW N，→ RG お{-9 
310 C九(Ch，) sq叩刑αtα(GMELIN) Nishikigai V[!!-32 r r W， N'-3 RG 
311 Cん(5叩jtopecten)8W ifti( l3ERNARDI) E zoginchakuga i III-5，61Ic R 
Decαtopecten 8tT!αtus (S CI-IUMACHER) 
X!I-6‘! 
312 K inchakugai X四一32 r c 
r C W， N'-2 SG 
313 A equipecten (C ryptopecten) vesiculo8US (DUNKER) Hiyokugai VlI-31 r W， N2-l3 S 
314 Pecten (Notovolα)αlbicαnS (S CHROTER) Itayagai Il-3，4 8.1 a va c r c C 1 C 1r C 1 C c CW N'-3 SM 
315 Pαtinopecten (M izuhopecten) tokyoen8is (TOKUNAGA) Tokyohotate III-8，91Ic 
316 5 pondylus cruentus LISCHKE Chiribotan 
X-17， c r C r ala r NO~-l R 
XIII-711r 
317 Li刑αjujitαiOYAMA Rouirom inogai III-ll Ilc W， N2→ SG 
318 Ctenoides lischkei (LAMY) Hanegai X皿 8 C 1 C a r r a W2 N，-3 RG 
319 Limαnα (Limαria) hαkodatensis (TOKUNAGA) Fukureyukimino 
III-12. c r r N'-3 fS 四-34
320 ム(L.) bαsilαnicαorientαlis (ADAMS et REEVE) Y uki m inogai CW N， fS 
321 Limαtulα(Li叩 αtulα)kUTOdαi OYAMA Kur仁王ayukibanega i r W， N，_. fS 
322 A九om，αchinen8isPHlLIPPI Namimagashiwa X-19 a r CW No-， R，O 
323 M onia urn bonatα(GOULD) 
S himanam imagashi- Il-13 C 1 r c rlr rl W， N'-4 SG，R 
wamodoJ口
324 Dendostreαpα?ノlucciαe(CROSSE) Kamonoashigaki XV-8，9 r r 10/1 No-， R 
X1-2. 
325 08treαdenselamello3a LISCHKE Itabogaki XITI-9， r r c c alC c C 1 C 1C CW N， RG E X百←]
326 O. ci1'CumpictαPILSBRY Kokegoromo XI-4 r r r c r ¥al r r I CW N， R 
327 O. sp. r I 1 
328 Crα8sostreαgLg，αs (THUNBERG) Magaki XVI-2 a r r va va CW No RG E XVJ[-1，2 
329 Astαrte (Astαrte) hαkodαtensis YOKOYAMA Hakodateshiraogai X立 l E SM 
330 A. (Tridontα) bennettii DALL Koezoshiraogai Il-18 1 r CWI N， SM 







? ? ? 、 ? ? ? ?
?
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Table 1 - 8 (continued) 
Noo Specific Name Japanese Name Plate 112，2，2，2425 314 516， 6， 63 718 91H (2) (3) (4) (5) 
331 EucrαssαtelicL(VlvEz) ppcnoc?αssαtellα) nαnus Sudaremoshio VlI-35 C I C c r r W， N，-3 SM 
(ADAMS et REE 
332 Cαrditαleα叩 DUNKER Tomayagai XIl-10 C 1 C a r r 1 r a a CW NO-1 RG 
333 Co nodulosαLAMARCK Momoi1'otomayagai I1-16 r rl W2 N，-B SG 
334 VenericαrdiαE(EJ1V3EeE) αcαrditα) 1e門 ugznosα Fumigai N← l r W2 Nl-3 SG (ADAMS et R 
335 Cαrditellα(Cαrditellopsis) toneα叩 (YOKOYAMA) Keshifumigai 1lI-17 lIr CW N，-3 fS 
336 Corbiculα( Corbiculα) jαpo川 CαPRIME Y amatoshij imi 
XVl-3， Clf CW N， SM E 
XIX-2 
337 A lveniusりianus(YOKOYAMA) Keshito1'igai r CW N， SM E 
338 Tr，αpezium (N eotrapezium) jαponicum PILSBRY U nenashi tomayagai XVlI-4 a r r a rllCW N。 RG E 
339 Coralliophagαcoralliophαgα( GMELIN) Tagasodegai XIl-ll r I r c r r r W2 N， R(B) 
340 Cyclαdicama semiαsperoides (NOMURA) H irashiogama XX-lO 1'1 W2 N， fS 
341 Co tsuchii Y AMAMOTO et HABE A tsushiogama 沼町ll-31 c r C c W， N，-2 fSM 
342 Diplodontα( Felaniellα) ustα(GOULD) U soshijimi 1Il-14 lIa cl C2 N，-2 S 
343 Do (Y ) so叩erbyiKURODA et HABE U menohanagaimodoki al r W， N。 fS 
344 Phlyctiderma jαponicum( PILSBRY) Yaeumenohanagai XIl-12 r CW NO-1 R(B) 
345 Leptαxmus o:yαmαi HABE Maruhanashigai XIII-13 rl a a c r c cla T W， N，-2 fSM 
346 LucinαsteαrnSlαnαOYAMA Iseshiragai 
区一 1， r r va r alc c c IC CW N， M E 
XIlI-←16 
347 Lucinomαconcentricum (YOKOYAMA) Tsukigaim口doki N一 2 1 a CW N，-4 fSM 
348 L spo r 
349 Epicodαkiαdelicαtulα(PILSBRY) Umiasa XIX-3 r c r rl c a W， NO-1 S 
350 Pillucinα(Pillucinα) pisidium (DUNKER) U menohanagai 1V-11 C I r r a r rla cla valc rl C CW NO-1 fSM IE 
351 PO (Sydlorir悶 ) yα刑αkα凹αi(YOKOYAMA) Araumenohanagai IX-2 r W， N，-2 fS 
352 P. (Wallucina) siriαtα(TOKUNAGA) Chi j im i umenohanagai 1lI-15 Ilc r rl W， N， S 
353 Turtonia minutα(F ABRlCIUS) N om ihamaguri r C， N， O 
354 Anisodontα(BαsterotLα) gouldi (AoADAMS) Isokazegai XIl-15 r I r c r rlr C W， N'-2 SM 
355 Ao (Anisodontα) recluzii (A.ADAMS) Hamakazegai VlI-36 r W， N，-2 SM IE 













357 K. porculus PILSBRY Kohal日motsuyu r r W2 N， G，O 
358 Melliteryx puncticulαtα(YOKOYAMA) Hachimitsugai lX-3 r W， N'-2 S E 
359 Borniolαnzpponzcα(YOKOYAMA) Keborisewakegai r r 明日 N'-2 fS 
360 N ipponomyse Iαoblongαfα(YOKOYAMA) Maruhenoj igai XX-l1 rllCW N，-s fSM 
361 CurvemY8ella Pαulα(A.ADAMS) Henojigai XlX-4 r W2 N。 。
362 CI旧制α(Chαmα)reJlexαREEVE Kikuzaru 
XIII-17， rl c C c c c c Ivalr C 1 C val C CW No-，g RG 
18 
363 Ch. (Ch. ) Jrαgum REEVE Ichigokikuzaru X区 51 c c c W2 N，- R，GS 
364 Cん(P8eudochαr悶)retroversαLISCHKE S arunokashira 
X-21， r alC r W， No-， R 22 
365 Vαsl!cαrdiumα何 nicolα(REEVE) K inuzarugai lX-5 E 1九日 N，_g fS 
366 V. burchαrdi (DUNKER) Zarugai N-3 r W2 N， S 
367 Lαev~cαTdium undαtopictuln (PILSBRY) Madarachigoto.rigai XlI-21 C I a a r C 1r I W， N'-3 fS 
368 FulviαhungerJordi (S OWERBY) C higotorigai r r Z W， N， M E 
369 F. rnuticα(REEVE) Torigai XlI-20 r I C C r C I C alC c la r N'-2 fSM IE 
370 F. bullαtα(LINNAEUS) Emaibotangai lX-4 r N， SM 
371 ClinocrdiU'1n (Fuscocαrdium) 6，αun8 i (T 0 KUNAGA) B uraunishikagegai N-4 C r 
372 Cl. (Clinocαγdium) cαliJorniense buello叩 i(ROLLE) Ishikagegai N-5 C r rl C CW N，ー2 fS E 
373 AJ1'OCαrdium ebαranurn (YOKOYAMA) Benibatogai N-6 r I r 1 r W， N'-2 SG 
374 Gα，Jmriurn divαncαturn (G MELlN) Kemangai XN-l c I W， No-， SG 
375 C iTce (C irce) scriptα(LINNAEUS) Shiraogai XVI-12 r W， No_， S E 
376 M icrocirce gordoni8 (YOKOYAMA) Mij inshiraogai XN-25 c C C c r rlcla CW N， fS E 
377 Pitαr (Pitαnnα) lineolαtα(SOWERBY) Gangihamaguri XIl-19 r 1 I r I r r W， No-， fSM 
378 P. (P. ) jαpo川 CαKURODAet KAWAMOTO U suhamaguri 立-12 r W， N'-2 S 
379 P. (Co8tellipitαr) chordαtα(ROMER) Chijimimamehamaguri lX-14 Ilr r r r I W2 N，_g fS 
380 Cαli8tαchineη8i8 (HOLTEN) Matsuyamawasure 立-9 aiva va r c r r CW N'-2 S 
381 Sαxidornus purpmαtU8 (S OWERBY) U chimurasaki N-7 r I r CW N， RGM 
382 Me問 tr叫んsoria(RODING) Hamaguri XVlI-5 I CW No-， S1I E 
383 Dosiniα (P~叫C080刑α) sp. Maruhinagai 立-6 r 1 r r CW N， S 
384 D. (P九 )irosche 1 i LrSCHKE ! Yatanokagamigai XVIII-33 r r r CW N， S 
Table 1-9 (continued) 
No. Specific Name Japanesc Name Plate 11212，232，25 314 516，626， 718 9110 (2) (3) (4) 5) 
385 Dosiniα( Dosinellα) penicillαtα(REEVE) U rakagam igai XV-6， rlr va r c a CW N1 M E 
X百一11
386 Cyclinαon叩 tαlis(SOWERBY) Okishijimi XV-7 c CW NO-1 M E 
387 Pαphiα(Pαphiα) euglyptα(P HILlPPI) Sudaregai 区一11 c c r C r r CW N'_2 fS 
388 P. (Neotαpes) undulatα(BORN) Iyosudaregai XN-2 
c _ rla va 1" a I a W， N1 M E 
389 Tαpes (Ruditαpes) philippinαrum(ADAMS et REEVE) Asari 
区-13，
巴 1"1 r (c) c rllCW NO-1 SGM E 
XX-12 
390 T. (R. ) variegαtα(SOWERBY) Himeasari XX-13 al W， NO-1 SG 
391 Irus ishibαShlαnus KURODA et HABE Okinamatsukaze X!-8 r I r c r r ala r 1r CW NO-1 G 
392 Mercer悶円αstimpsoni(GOULD) Binosugai 
N-8 rl C2 N， S XX← 14 1 a 
393 Placαmen tlαra (DILLWYN) Hanagai 立-7，8 C I r W2 N，-2 5 
394 Protothαcα ( Protothαcα) jedoensis (L!SCHKE) Oniasari X-23 C I C C r al C r CW NO-1 SGM 
395 P. (NOtα訪問α)euglyptα(SOWERBY) N unom easar i N-9 C al C， N。 SG 
396 Anornαlocαrd凶 (Veremolpα) micra (PILSBRY) H imekanokoasari XVI-13 r W2 N1 fSM IE 
397 Clementia vαtheleti MABILLE Fusumagai JX-lO r r r r W， N1 ISM 
398 CIαudiconclαJαponlCα(DUNKER) Semiasari XX-15 rllCW NO-1 O 
399 Petricolα(Ps日，doirus)mirαbilis (DESHAYES) Chijimiiwahorigai XX-161lr cl W2 NO-1 R(B) 
400 MαCt1α(Mαctm) sulcαtαria REEVE Bakagai Y-1 a r cllCW NO-1 fS 
401 Oxyperαs bernardi (PILSBRY) Hokurogai 立 19 r W2 NI-3 S，O 
402 Spisulα(Mαctromeris) voyi (GABB) Nagaubagai Y-2 r C2 N， S 
403 Rαetα(Rαetellops) pulchellα(ADAMS et REEVE) Chiyonohanagai XN-3 r C c c la I C C r CW NI-3 fSM IE 
404 Lutrαnα (Psαmmophilα) sieboldii REEVE Hirakamojigai JX-22 a a E I W1 NI-2 fSM IE 
405 Hiαtulα(NuttαlIiα) olivαceα(JAY) Isoshi.i imi V-6 r CW NO-1 SM IE 
406 S olecurtus divαncαtus (LISCHKE) K inutaagemaki Y-3 r r r CW NO-1 fS 
407 Azorinus minu tus (DUNKER) Hosozunguriagemaki 
JX-18， r r W， NI-2 fSM 
XV-lO 
408 Semele cordiformis (HOLTEN) Furuigai 盟 l r r W1 N， fSM 
409 Theorαlubricα( GOULD) Shizukugai XN-4 c c c ala c c la cw NI-2 M E 
410 AbrI1αJ匂nellα(GOULD) S hi robatogai XN-5 r r r W， N'-3 fSM 
? ?
?















411 Quιdrans spinosα(HANLEY) Togeunegai XlX~6 W， N，-2 IS 
412 Meriscαsubtruncatα(HANLEY) Yuuhizakura 
V~7 ， r 1 r c W， N，- ISM lX~15 
413 Pinguitellinαkurodαi OTUKA c c c 
414 Cαdellαlubricα(GOULD) Tobazakura V~9 c N，-2 5 
415 S ernelαngulus tokubeii HABE Komezakura 立~17 r I r c r r W， N，-3 ISM 
416 S， 1niyαtensis (Y OKOY AMA) N ikuirozakura V~10 CI r c r c r r r W2 1'， ISM 
417 Moerellαjedoen8is (LISCHKE) Momonohana XX~19 r r rl W， NO-1 fSM 
418 M. rutilα(DUNKER) Yushiogai XN~26 r I r r r W2 NO ISM E 
419 M.げ idescens(BENSON) Terizakuragai XN~6 r r r c c alr C r 1 C 
420 Fαbulina nitidulα(DUNKER) Sakuragai CI a a r C W21 N，-2 I SM 
421 F. rninutα(LISCHKE) U zuzakura lX~16 r r CW N，-2 : fS E 
422 LoxoglyptαcornptαGOULD Mikunishiborizakura r W， N， fS 
423 Peroηidiαve間 losα(SCHRENCK) S aragai V~5 c C2 N， S 
424 P. zyonoensi8 (HATAI et NISIYAMA) Arasujisaragai V~4 C C， N，→ fS 
425 PhαTαonella perrieri (BERTIN) Benigai 区一23 r W2 NO-1 fS 
426 HeteromαC01nαirus (HANLEY) S hiratorimodoki XN~7 c rllCW NO-1 GM 
427 MαC01nαtokyoensis MAKIYAMA Goisagigai XN~8 r 1 alc r r r I a C CW N，-2 SM IE 
428 M. inc加 gTUα(V.MARTENS) H imeshiratori 
XX~17 ， r r r C allCW NO-2 fSM IE 
18 
429 M. praetextα( V.MARTENS) Oomomonohana XX~20 rl W2 N，-2 ! S
430 M. nipponicα(TOKUNAGA) N ipponshiratori XX~21 cl Cワ N2-3 fS 
431 Rexithαerus sectior (OAYMA) Sagigai V-8，111Ir CW ト1， SM IE 
432 Ps帥 dometisp'αeruptαkeeηαe HABE A osagigai XN~9 r r r c r E I W2 N，-2 ISM IE 
433 Solen(Soleηαrius) r08eon叩 culαtusPILSBRY Barafumate lX~20 c c W， N， fS 
434 S. (So[en) gordonis YOKOYAMA Akamategai X~l c r W， N， ISM IE 
435 S. (S. ) graηdis DUNKER Oomate 立~21 I CW N， fS 
436 S. sp. r 
437 S iliquαpulchellα(DUNKER) Mizogai V~12 Ilr N，-2 5 
438 Hiαtellαorientaiis (YOKOYAMA) K i numatoigai XX~Z3 Ilc allCW NO-2 R，O 
Table 1 -10 (continued) 
Noo Specific Name Japanese Name Plate 112，0232，25 314 516， 62 63 718 9 [0 (2) (3) (4) 5) 
439 Pαnopeαlαpon，eαA.ADAMS Namigai X-2 r r cw N， fSM 
440 A nisoeorbula seαphoides (HINDS) Tsumabenigai XlX-7 r I r r W， N， S 
441 A. rninutissimαHAsE Chibikuchibeni ][Vl-3 rlccccc rla c a I r r W， N，-3 fSM 
442 Ao venustα(GOULD) K uchibenidegai XlX-8 Ir C r r CIC CW NO--4 fS 
443 Potamocorbulααmurensis (SCHRENCK) N umakodakigai XVII-6 r CW N，-2 SM IE 
444 Cryptomyαbusoensis YOKOYAMA H imemasuogai X[-5 r c CIC r C CW N， fSM 
445 Venαtσ品yα truncαtα(GOULD) Kushikemasuogai r I r W， N， M E 
446 Sphe削 αcoreαnicaHABE Ij ikegai XX-22 r rl W， N， O 
447 Eujistulαnαgrandis (DESHAYES) Kozutsugai E← 304 w， N，-3 S r 
448 Gαstroehαmα( Cucurbitulα) cymbium SPENGLER Chibitsukuegai XN-lO W， N，-2 O(B) r 
449 Bαmeα (Anchomαsα) manilensis inornαtα( PILSBRY) Niogai XN-ll r r r c clr c r CW NO-1 R(B) 
450 R (Umitαkeα) jαponicα(YOKOYAMA) U mitake XN-12 c alc r C IC IC W， NO-1 M 
451 Zirj<αeα subconstrictα(YOKOYAMA) N iogaimodoki Xl-7 r alr CW NO R(B) 
452 Pholαdideα(Penitelle) kαmαkurensis (YOKOYAMA) Kamomegai r CW No R(B) 
453 Aspidopholαs yoshimuT<αi KURODA et TERAMACHI Ishigoromo 
Xl-6， r c C W， NO-1 R(B) XVII-7 
454 Mαrtesia 8tr目的 eupulα(YOKOYAMA) Kamomegaimodoki ][Vl-4 C C a W， N， R(B) 
455 Jouα肌 et悶 (Jouannetiα)eumingii (SOWERBY) Suzugai XlX-9 r r C W， NO-1 R(B) 
456 NettαstomellαJαpon~cα(YOKOYAMA) Y okoyamasuzugai XX-24 lIe r cIICW N，→ R(B) 
457 Lαten叩 Jα (Lαten山 lina)jlexuosα(REEVE) Okinagai XN-13 r r CIC c r W， N，-2 fSM IE 
458 Agriodesmαπαviculα(ADAMS et REEVE) Obikuigai r W2 N。 O 
459 Myadora re四国間 SMITH Kokatabiragai V-13 Ic CW N，- fSM 
460 Mo jluctuosαGOULD Mi tsukadokatabiragai 
V-16 W， N，-B fSM 17 C 1 C C r 
461 Mo jαponlcαHABE H irokatabiragai V-14，15 Ilc CW N2-B S 
462 (CKαITJdRzOoD?Ay) α(Cαrdio刑yα)gould日 7旧 septentrwnαlis H imeshakushigai V-19 Ir r W2 N，-B fS 
463 Cuspidαnα (Plectodon) ligula YOKOYAMA H inanoshakushigai V-18 Ir W， N，-4 fS 
????




Table 1 -11 (continued) 
No. Specific Name Japanese Name Plate i 1 2， 2， 2， 2， 2， 13 41 5 6， 6， 6， 718 911C 
~~-25 ， Ilc Coptothyris grayi (DAVIDSON) Tatesuj ihoozukigai 26 a 
He悦 ithyrispsittαceαwoodwαrdi (A.ADAMS) 
H imekuchibashicho- c 
chingai 
DisciniscαstellαGOULD? Suzu四egaidamashi? XI-9 C r 
Temnopleurus tOTeU7f日 ticus(LESKE) Sanshouni 、 r r CI r r rl r 
Hemicentrotω pulcherrimus (A.AGASSIZ) Bafun' uni X-5 rl r c 
Scαphechinus m irαbilis (A.AGASSIZ) Hasunohakashipan Y-22 CI C C r I r 
Fibulα円α(Fibu{α円ellα)αcutα(YOSHIWARA) Mameuni Y-21 rl r r 
B rissopsis luzonicα(GRAY) B unbukumodoki rl r 
Echinoid spine al C C r r al r r c cla 
Polychaeta CI C a c C r alc r C 1 r 
BαJαπu8 sp. Fujitsubo XVi-1411r r r I r a 
Crab claw rl c c r r 1 CI C c 
The otolith of Lαteolαbrax Suzuki V-20 Ir 
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Note: GKZ-number in EXPLANATION OF PLATES I-XX indicates the 
registration number of the Department of Earth Sciences， Faculty of 




EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1 
Uji Shell Bed (1) 
Fig. 1. E押w忽inulacrassicostata SOWERBY Length 7.6 mm GKZ 70502 
Fig. 2. Emarginula (Ema得初ella)sp. Length 7.2 mm GKZ 70504 
Fig. 3. Puncturella (Puncturella) nobilis (A.ADAMS) Length 9.3 mm GKZ 70505 
Fig. 4. Macroschisma sinense (A.ADAMS) Length 15.3 mm GKZ 70508 
Fig. 5. Collisella (C仰 oidacmea)dorsuosa (GOULD) Length 5.1 mm GKZ 70513 
Fig. 6. Collisella (Conoidacmea) oyamai HABE Length 3.9 mm GKZ 70514 
Fig. 7. Calliostoma (Tristichotrochus) multiliratum (SOWERBY) Breadth 8.3 mm GKZ 70517 
Fig. 8. Calliosto例。 (Tristichotrochus)kiiense IKEBE Breadth 8.1 mm GKZ 70518 
Fig. 9. Turcica coreensis PEASE Breadth 8.2 mm GKZ 70519 
Fig. 10. 白nt，加riduscallichroa bisbalteatω(PILSBRY) Height 6.2 mm GKZ 70526 
Fig. 11. Cant.加riduscallichroa bisbalteatus (PILSBRY) Breadth 5.9 mm GKZ 70527 
Fig. 12. Lirularia (Lirularia) iridescens (SCHRENCK) Breadth 3.5 mm GKZ 70533 
Fig. 13. Umbonium (Suchium) costatum (KIENER) Breadth 19.7 mm GKZ 70535 
Fig. 14. Homalopoma amussitatum (GOULD) Breadth 7.9 mm GKZ 70542 
Fig. 15. Homalojうomasangarense (SCHRENCK) Breadth 5.3 mm GKZ 70544 
Fig. 16. Homalopoma nocturnum (GuULD) Breadth 4.0 mm GKZ 70545 
Fig. 17. Hiloa tristis (PILSBRY) Breadth 2.0 mm GKZ 70547 
Fig. 18. Lacuna (Temanella) turrita (A.ADAMS) Height 4.7 mm GKZ 70550 
Fig. 19. Tornω(成田retornus)planz俗 (A.ADAMS) Breadth 6.8 mm GKZ 70555 
Fig. 20. Munditiella ammonoceras (A.ADAMS) Breadth 1.9 mm GKZ 70556 
Fig. 21. Alvania ujiensis n. sp. Height 2.7 mm Holotype GKZ 70565 
Fig. 2. Alvania ujiensis n. sp. Height 2.5 mm Paratype N o.1 GKZ 70566 
Fig. 23. Turritella (Neohaustator) andenensis OTUKA Height 23.0 mm (apical portion broken away) 
GKZ 70574 
Fig. 24. 1初alabapicta (A.ADAMS) Height 7.8 mm GKZ 70590 
Fig.25. E句fenellarufocincta(A.ADAMS) Height 2.9 mm GKZ 70585 
Fig.26. ぬbiaconica (SCHUMACHER) Height 8.1 mm GKZ 70604 
Fig. 27. Velutina (Limneria)加laHABE Breadth 4.4 mm GKZ 70611 
Fig. 28. Proterato (Sulcerato) callosa (ADAMS et REEVE) Height 5.4 mm GKZ 70612 
Fig.29. Cηito削除。janthostomoides(KURODA et HABE) Height 13.2 mm GKZ 70615 
Fig. 30. Neverita (Glossaulax) didYl加 (RODING) Breadth 19.0 mm GKZ 70620 
Fig. 31. Fusitriton oregonensぉ (REDFIELD) Height 90 mm (apical portion broken away) GKZ 70626 
Fig. 32. Ergalat.似 calcareus(DUNKER) Height 20.8 mm GKZ 70636 
Fig.33.αratostoma (Oceneb仰 )japonicum (DUN即時 Height 15.5 mm GKZ 70632 
Fig. 34. Mitrella (Mitrella) burchardi (DUNKER) Height 15.6 mm GKZ 70638 
Fig. 35. Mitrella、(Mitrella)伽γ'chardianachisoides NOMURA et NINNO Height 5. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I 
Uji Shell Bed (2) 
Fig. 1. Oliva musteli河aLAMARCK Height 16.百mm GKZ 70663 
Fig. 2. Gibberuli抑制tila(GOULD) Height 2.7 mm GKZ 70665 
Fig. 3. Cよavus(ηlotiella) ja戸0河icus(LISCHKE) Height 14.5 mm GKZ 70667 
Fig. 4. Lo戸hiotoma(Lゅhioturris)仇dica(RODlNG) Height 12.8 mm GKZ 70672 
Fig. 5. Suavodrillia declivis (V.MARTENS) Height 6.3 mm GKZ 70677 
Fig. 6. Pn戸ebela(Tuアバtoma)yokoyamai (ONOYAMA) Height 8.7 mm GKZ 70678 
Fig. 7. Strioterebrum (Ci河guloterebra)hedleyanum (PILSBRY) Height 16.5 mm (upper whorls broken 
away) GKZ 70694 
Fig. 8. Noditerebra (Noditerebra) evoluta (DESHAYES) Height 30.8 mm GKZ 70693 
Fig. 9. Syrnola cinctella A.ADAMS Height 11.8 mm GKZ 70712 
Fig. 10. Syrηola subαnctella NOMURA Height 7.0 mm GKZ 70713 
Fig. 11. Solidula (Strigot官ta)strig，οsa (GOULD) Height 6.5 mm GKZ 70719 
Fig. 12. Liloaρorcella向。 (GOULD) Height 5.5 mm GKZ 70727 
Fig. 13. Rhizorus aιutaeformis (YOKOYAMA) Hεight 3.9 mm GKZ 70732 
Fig. 14. Acteocina (Toγnatina)ιxilis (DUNKER) Height 4.4 mm GKZ 70736 
Fig. 15. Acteocina (Tornatina) decorata (PILSBRY) Height 4.8 mm GKZ 70737 
Fig巳 16. Cavolinia 10叩girostris(BLAINVILLE) Length 5.6 mm GKZ 70741 
Fig. 17. Siphonaria (Planesiph正刀)μcmaeoidesPILSBRY Length 6.0 mm GKZ 70744 
Fig. 18. 5かhonaria(Silぅho咋acmea)oblo目gataYOKOYAMA Length 4.0 mm GKZ 70743 
Fig. 19. Acusta sieboldi日間 (PFEIFFER) Height 17.1 mm GKZ 70746 
Fig. 20. Dentalium (Ant，ョlis)tiba叫umNOMURA Length 44.0 mm GKZ 70750 
Fig. 21. Acila (Truncacila) insignis (GOULD) Length 13.0 mm GKZ 70754 
Fig. 2. Saccella semate河川、 (SUZUKIet l!SHlZUKA) Length 8.3 mm GKZ 70755 
Fig. 23. Arca boucaγdi ]OUSSEAUME Length 53.6 mm GKZ 70758 
Fig. 24. POげeriusdalli (SMITH) Length 27.7 mm GKZ 70767 
Fig. 25. Glycymeris (Glyc戸沼eris)albolineata (LISCHKE) Length 72.6 mm GKZ 70779 
Fig. 26. Glyのmeris(GlycJl叩6円;s)yessoensis (SOWERBY) Length 45.0 mm GKZ 70780 
Fig. 27. GlycYJ匁eris(Glycymeris) vestita (DUNKER) Length 21.3 mm GKZ 70778 
Fig. 28. Seþtりν(~かtilise戸ter) kee河aeNOMURA Lεngth 14.0 mm GKZ 70788 
Fig. 29. A仰 eladecorata (A.ADAMS) Length 5.3 mm GKZ 70784 
PLATE 1 
乱I[ATSUURA : Pleistocene Shells 
Sci. Rep. Kanazaωa Univ.， Vol.22， NO.l 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE II 
Uji Shell Bed (3) 
Fig. 1. Linゆ'sis(Oblimopa) forskalii A.ADAMS Length 19.3 mm GKZ 70781 
Fig. 2. Modiolus (Modiolus) nipponicus (OYAMA) Length 28.3 mm GKZ 70790 
Fig. 3. Pecte河 (Notovola)albicans (SCHROTER) Length 65.6 mm GKZ 70808 
Fig. 4. Pecten (Notovola) albicans (SCHROTER) Length 65.3 mm GKZ 70809 
Fig. 5. Chlamys (5ω1t01うecte刀 )sα併i(BERNARDI) Height 93 mm GKZ 70803 
Fig. 6. Chlamys (5wjtopecte叫 )swi芳i(BERNARDI) Height 33.9 mm GKZ 70804 
Fig. 7. Chlα例外(Chlamys) faげ enηiPponensisKURODA Height 28.8 mm GKZ 70800 
Fig. 8. Patinopecten (Mizu加'pecte河 )tokyoe河sis(TOKUNAGA) Height 57.2 mm GKZ 70810 
Fig. 9. Patinopect.問(Mizuhopecte叩 )tokyoensis (TOKUNAGA) Height 44.4 mm GKZ 70811 
Fig. 10. Limatula (Limatula) Kurodai OYAMA Height 5.2 mm GKZ 70818 
Fig. 11. Limafujitai OYAMA Height 15.3 mm GKZ 70814 
Fig. 12. Limaria (Limaria) hakodatensis (TOKUNAGA) Height 9.7 mm GKZ 70816 
Fig. 13. M.ωzia umbonata (GOULD) Height 15.5 mm GKZ 70820 
Fig. 14. Diplodontロ(Felaniella)usta (GOULD) Length 10.5 mm GKZ 70843 
Fig. 15. Pillucina (Wallucina) stηata (TOKUNAGA) Length 9.0 mm GKZ 70852 
Fig. 16. Carditaηodulosa LAMARCK Length 4.7 mm GKZ 70834 
Fig. 17. Carditella (Carditello知的 to河eana(YOKOYAMA) Length 2.3 mm GKZ 70836 
Fig. 18. Ast目的 (Trid，仰削除nnettiiDALL Length 9.6 mm GKZ 70831 
MA TSUURA : Pleistocene Shells PLATE II 
Sα Re戸.Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.22， NO.l 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV 
Uji Shell Bed (4) 
Fig. 1. Venericardia (Megacardita)大rruginosa(ADAMS et REEVE) Length 30.8 mm GKZ 70835 
Fig. 2. LUClηoma co日centn正um(YOKOYAMA) Length 28.6 mm GKZ 70848 
Fig. 3. Vasticardium burchaγdi (DUNKER) Height 62.2 mm GKZ 70865 
Fig. 4. Clinocardium (Fuscocardium) brau目si(TOKUNAGA) Length 9.0 mm GKZ 70869 
Fig. 5. Clinocardium (Clinocardium) californiense buello削 (ROLLE) Length 31.5 mm GKZ 70870 
Fig. 6. Afrocardium ebara叩um(YOKOYAMA) Length 7.0 mm GKZ 70871 
Fig. 7. Sa.xidomus pUrturatus (SOWERBY) Length 37.5 mm GKZ 70879 
Fig. 8. Mercena円astimpsoni (GOULD) Length 100 mm GKZ 70892 
Fig. 9. Protothaca (1¥Tovathaca) euglypta (SOWERBY) Length 34.9 mm GKZ 70897 
孔1ATSUURA : Pleistocene Shells 
PLATE IV 
Sci. Re戸 KaηazawaUniv.， Vol.22， No.l 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE V 
Uji Shell Bed (5) 
Fig. 1. Mactra (Mactra) sulcataria REEVE Length 33.2 mm GKZ 70902 
Fig. 2. Spisula (Mactromeris) voyi (GABB) Length 60.2 mm GKZ 70904 
Fig. 3. Solecurtωdiva叫がus(LISCHKE) Length 81 mm GKZ 70908 
Fig. 4. Peronidia zyo目。仰sis(HATAI et NISIYAMA) Length 93 mm GKZ 70925 
Fig. 5. Per.仰 zidiave日ulosa(SCHRENCK) Height 32.3 mm GKZ 70924 
Fig. 6. Hiatula (Nuttallia) olivぼ ω (JAY) Length 16.2 mm GKZ 70907 
Fig. 7. Merisωsubtntηcata (HANLEY) L巴ngth12.3 mm GKZ 70915 
Fig. 8. Rexitluzenrs sectior (OYAMA) Length 14.2 mm GKZ 70933 
Fig. 9. C泣dellalubrica (GOULD) Length 18.4 mm GKZ 70917 
Fig. 10. Se明記langulusmiyatensis (YOKOYAMA) Length 6.0 mm GKZ 70919 
Fig. 1. Rexithaerus sectioγ(OY AMA) Length 25.2 mm GKZ 70934 
Fig. 12. Siliqua仰んた肋 (DUNKER) Length 6.8 mm GKZ 70939 
Fig. 13. Myadora n;eveana SMITH Length 11.8 mm GKZ 70960 
Fig. 14. Myadora ja戸on紅aHABE Length 16.5 mm GKZ 70963 
Fig. 15. A今'adorajalうonzωHABE Length 16.l mm GKZ 70964 
Fig. 16. A⑪adora fluctuosa GOULD Length 8.4 mm GKZ 70961 
Fig. 17. M戸dorafluctuosa GOULD Length 9.0 mm GKZ 70962 
Fig. 18. Cus戸da門a(Plectodon) ligula YOKOYAMA Length 3.5 mm GKZ 70966 
Fig. 19. Cardiomya (Cardiomya) gouldiana sψfentrionalis (KURODA) Length 8.7 mm GKZ 70965 
Fig. 20. Th巴otolithof Lateolabra.x Length 14.4 mm 
Fig. 21. Fibularia (Fibula灯~'ella) acuta (YOSHIWARA) Length 8.0 mm 
Fig. 2. ScaPhechinus mirabilis (A.AGASSIZ) Diameter 52 mm 
MATSUURA : Pleistocene Shells 
PLATE V 
Sα Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.22， NO.l 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI 
Hiradoko Upper Shell Bed (1) 
Fig. 1. Emarginula C1<ωsicosta的 SOWERBY Length 8.5 mm GKZ 70503 
Fig. 2. Patelloida (Chiazacmea) tygl河aeasignata (PILSBRY) Length 11.2 mm GKZ 70511 
Fig. 3. C辺liぬtoma(Tristichotrochus) unicum (DUNKER) Bre呂dth11.8 mm GKZ 70516 
Fig. 4. Gra叩atalyrata (PILSBRY) Breadth 8.8 mm GKZ 70521 
Fig. 5. Euchelus (Vaceuchelus) foveolatus (A.ADAMS) H巴ight9.5 mm GKZ 70523 
Fig. 6. Euchelus (Euchelus) rubra (A.ADAMS) Br邑adth3町8mm GKZ 70522 
Fig. 7. Clanαlus (Mesoclanculus) ater (PILSBRY) Breadth 12.4 mm GKZ 70524 
Fig. 8. Eth叩仇oliastearnsii (PILSBRY) Breadth 2.4 mm GKZ 70530 
Fig. 9. Lirularia (Coηotalopia)仰'河ata(SOWERBY) Breadth 2.2 mm GKZ 70532 
Fig. 10. Stomatia (Stomatolina) rubra (LAMARCK) Breadth 11.4 mm (peripheral part broken away) 
GKZ 70536 
Fig. 11. Liotinaγia semiclathratula (SCHRENCK) Breadth 6.0 mm GKZ 70538 
Fig. 12. Neocollo河ω〆lula(DUNKER) Breadth 4.8 mm GKZ 70546 
Fig. 13目 Hiloamegastoma (PILSBRY) Height 3.0 mm GKZ 70548 
Fig. 14. Smaragdia (Smaragdella)μulccia仰 (GASSIES) Breadth 3.8 mm GKZ 70549 
Fig. 15. Sinusicola n. sp.? Height 5.5 mm GKZ 70562 
Fig. 16. Siliq叩 riacumingii (MORCH) Heigth of aperture 4.5 mm GKZ 70575 
Fig. 17. Siliquaria cumingii (MORCH) Height of aperture 7.0 mm GKZ 70576 
Fig. 18. Batilaria捌 ult伯仲河is(LISCHKE) Height 34.6 mm GKZ 70581 
Fig巳 19. Scaliola bella A.ADAMS Height 3.3 mm GKZ 70586 
Fig. 20. Scaliola glareosa A.ADAMS Height 2.6 mm GKZ 70587 
Fig目 21. Amamiconcha okamotoi HABE Height 4.3 mm GKZ 70606 
Fig. 2. Plesiotrochus acuta河'gulus(YOKOY AMA) Height 7.9 mm GKZ 70592 
Fig. 23. Rh仇oclavis(Ochetoclava) kochi (PHILIPPI) Height 38.1 mm GKZ 70595 
Fig.24. Eわlcissp. Height 5.5 mm GKZ 70601 
Fig. 25. MucγonaliaρhiliJう.pz側。 (DUNKER) Height 13.7 mm GKZ 70602 
Fig. 26. Mucronalia dunkeriana (PILSBRY) Height 6.9 mm GKZ 70603 
Fig. 27. Tugurium exutum (REEVE) Breadth 54.6 mm GKZ 70608 
Fig. 28. Eunaticina jうapilla(GMELIN) Bre呂dth8.7 mm GKZ 70624 
Fig. 29. Proterato (Sulcerato)ωllosa (ADAMS et REEVE) Height 6.8 mm GKZ 70613 
Fig. 30. Strombus (Doxander) japonicus REEVE Height 52.9 mm GKZ 70609 
Fig. 31. Polinices sagamie河sisPILSBRY Breadth 29.2 mm GKZ 70618 
MA TSUURA : Pleistoc巴neShells PLATE VI 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Uη1む，Vol.22， NO.l 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE VII 
Hiradoko Upper Shell Bed (2) 
Fig. 1. Si仰間 javanicum(GRIFFITH et PIDGEON) Breadth 4l.0 mm (peripheral part broken away) 
GKZ 70623 
Fig. 2. Mitrella (1ndomitrella) martensi (LISCHKE) Height 13.2 mm GKZ 70641 
Fig. 3. Semiιαsis bisulcafaβila (REEVE) Height 51.5 mm GKZ 70625 
Fig. 4. Thais (Reishia) pseudodiade問。 (YOKOYAMA) Height 7.9 mm GKZ 70631 
Fig. 5. Bedevinaμchyr.ゆた (SMITH) Height 30.8 mm GKZ 70635 
Fig. 6. Mitrella (I叫domitrella)lischkei (SMITH) Height 10町omm GKZ 70640 
Fig. 7. Enzinopsis menkea河a(DUNKER) Height 13.4 mm GKZ 70647 
Fig. 8. Babylo向zaJaρonica (REEVE) Height 57.0 mm GKZ 70646 
Fig. 9. 5かho叩 liacassidariaeformis (REEVE) Height 36.5 mm GKZ 70648 
Fig. 10. Mitra (Swainsonia) incisa (ADAMS et REEVE) Height 20.0 mm GKZ 70661 
Fig. 11. Nassa打。us(Zeuxis) caelatus (A.ADAMS) Height 21.8 mm GKZ 70653 
Fig. 12. N，ωsarius (Tarazeuxis) sufflatus (GOULD) Height 25回8mm GKZ 70654 
Fig. 13. Nassarius (Niotha) clathratus (LAMARCK) Height 23.6 mm GKZ 70656 
Fig. 14. Pugili昨日 (Hemifusus) ternata河a(GMELIN) Height 132 mm (apical portion broken away) 
GKZ 70657 
Fig. 15. Cancellaria (SydaPhera) spengleriana DESHAYES Height 22.6 mm GKZ 70666 
Fig. 16. Paradrillia inconst，ω7S (SMITH) Height 9.8 mm GKZ 70668 
Fig. 17. lnquおitorangustu:ヲKURODAet OYAMA Height 44.2 mm GKZ 70670 
Fig. 18. Citharella costulata DUNKER Height 5.4 mm GKZ 70681 
Fig. 19. Tomo戸leurakomakimonos (OTUKA) Height 16.4 mm GKZ 70676 
Fig. 20. Tomo戸leuranivea (PHILIPPI) Height 23.0 mm GKZ 70674 
Fig. 21. Mangelia deshayesi DUNKER Height 6，2 mm GKZ 70679 
Fig. 22. PseudorhaJりhitoma刀aganumae刀sisOTUKA Height 7.7 mm GKZ 70682 
Fig.23. Pseudorha戸hitomacf. hexagonalis (REEVE) H巴ight7.8 mm GKZ 70683 
Fig. 23. Clathurella (Etremoμ) texta (DUNKER) Height 8.6 mm GKZ 70684 
Fig. 25. Veprecula gracilispira (SMITH) Height 9.6 mm GKZ 70688 
PLATE VII 
MA TSUURA : Pleistocene Shells 
Sci. Rep. KanazaωaU昨iv.，Vol.22， NO.l 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE VIII 
Hiradoko Upper Shell Bed (3) 
Fig， L Aゆerda戸h日esubz正nata(SMITH) H巴ight14，6 mm GKZ 70689 
Fig， 2， Kuyoshioda戸hne(?) sp， Height 17，0 mm GKZ 70690 
Fig， 3， KuroshiodaJうhnesaturata (REEVE) Height 11，3 mm GKZ 70691 
Fig， 4， Daphnella radula PILSBRY Height 8.9 mm GKZ 70692 
Fig， 5， Punctoterebra (Brevimyurella) 1おchkeaηa(DUNKER) Height 2804 mm GKZ 70695 
Fig， 6， Epitonium (Hirtoscala) Jう>yramidale(SOWERBY) Height 5，0 mm GKZ 70701 
Fig， 7， E，ρito河ium(Lamelliscala) replicatum (SOWERBY) Height 3，2 mm GKZ 70697 
Fig目 8， Epito叩ium(Cinctiscala) sagamie河se(PILSBRY) Height 9，9 mm GKZ 70700 
Fig， 9， Triphora cons戸ersa(SMITH) Height 4，l mm GKZ 70706 
Fig， 10， Leucotina gigantea (DUNKER) Height 20，6 mm GKZ 70708 
Fig， 11， Actaeopyra叩 islauta (AADAMS) Height 7，l mm GKZ 70709 
Fig目 12， Agatha virgo (AADAMS) Height 7，8 mm GKZ 70714 
Fig， 13， Ebala sp， Height 7，0 mm GKZ 70715 
Fig， 14， Solidula (Strigopu仰 )stηgosa (GOULD) Height 7，6 mm GKZ 70720 
Fig， 15， Ringicul.σ(即時giculi附 )kurodai TAKEYAMA Height 3，0 mm GKZ 70723 
Fig， 16， Limulatys okamotoi HABE Height 5，7 mm GKZ 70724 
Fig， l7， Retusa (Coleophysis) minima Y AMAKA WA Height 2，8 mm GKZ 70729 
Fig， 18， Retusa (Coleophysis) succincta (AADAMS) Height 3，0 mm GKZ 70728 
Fig， 19，めrunculusphialus (AADAMS) Height 2，8 mm GKZ 70730 
Fig， 20， Rhizon必 artiaJり'erta(Y AMAKA W A) Height 2巳7mm GKZ 70733 
Fig， 21， Ada例目estiajaponica (AADAMS) Height 13，5 mm GKZ 70735 
Fig， 22， Acteoα目。 (Deco門戸ァ)delicatula (AADAMS) Height 3，2 mm GKZ 70739 
Fig， 23， Deηおlium(Gra戸tacme)buccinulum GOULD Length 15，0 mm GKZ 70751 
Fig， 24， Dentalium (Parade則。lium)oct，ωzguよatumDONOVAN Length 47，7 mm GKZ 70747 
Fig， 25， Phili河eargentata GOULD Height n mm GKZ 70740 
Fig， 26， Williamia radiata KURODA et HABE Length 4，8 mm GKZ 70745 
Fig， 27， Anadara (Scapharca) subcrenata (LISCHKE) Length 33，8 mm GKZ 70772 
Fig， 28. A加 dara(Scゅharca)subcrenata (LISCHKE) Length 34，3 mm GKZ 70773 
Fig， 29， Limο'psis (Oblimo，戸。)10ηkalii AADAMS Length 12，5 mm GKZ 70782 
Fig目 30， Adula iwaotakii HABE Length 15，0 mm GKZ 70791 
Fig， 31， Aequがにお刀(Cηφtopecte河 )vesiculosus (DUNKER) Height lO，O mm GKZ 70807 
Fig， 32， Chlamys (Chlamys) sq削 mata(GMELIN) 日記ight19，2 mm GKZ 70802 
Fig， 33， Trisidos (Trisidos) kiyo刀oi(MAKIY AMA) Length 68，6 mm GKZ 70768 
Fig， 34， Limaria (Limaria) hakodatensis (TOKUNAGA) Height 155 mm GKZ 70817 
Fig， 35， Eucrassatella (Ni戸ponoc叩'Ssatella)ηanzぉ (ADAMSet REEVE) Length 32，2 mm GKZ 70832 
Fig目 36， Anisodonta (Ani初donta)recluzii (AADAMS) Length 9，5 mm GKZ 70854 
MA TSUURA Pleistocene Shells PLATE VIII 
Sci. Re戸.Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.22， NO.l 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE IX 
Hiradoko Upper Shell Bed (4) 
Fig. 1. Luciηa stearnsiana OYAMA Length 69.4 mm GKZ 70846 
Fig. 2. Pillucina (Sydlorina) yamakawai (YOKOYAMA) Length 4.5 mm GKZ 70851 
Fig. 3. Mellit，εηIX戸uncticulata(YOKOYAMA) Length 5.8 mm GKZ 70856 
Fig. 4. Fulvia bullata (LINNAEUS) Length 12.2 mm GKZ 70868 
Fig. 5. Vasticardium arenicola (REEVE) Height 25.2 mm GKZ 70864 
Fig目 6.. Dosi目ia(Phacosoma) sp. Maruhinagai Length 27.3 mm GKZ 70881 
Fig. 7目 Pl，ョωme河 tωra(DILLWYN) L巴ngth16.5 mm GKZ 70894 
Figc 8. Placamen tiara (DILL WYN) Length 16.5 mm GKZ 70895 
Fig. 9. Callista chi日ensis(HOL TEN) Length 42.8 mm GKZ 70878 
Fig. 10. Clementia vatheleti MABILLE Length 26.0 mm (peripheral part broken away) GKZ 70899 
Fig. 11. PaJうhia(PaPhia) euglJ少ta(PHILIPPI) Length 40.5 mm GKZ 70886 
Fig. 12. Pitar (Pitari叩a)jaJうonicaKURODA et KAWAMOTO Length 26.4 mm GKZ 70876 
Fig. 13. TaJうes(Ruditapes) philiゑPinarun包(ADAMSet REEVE) Length 46.7 mm GKZ 70888 
Fig. 14. Piωァ(Costellipzωァ)chordata (ROMER) Length 7.4 mm GKZ 70877 
Fig. 15. Meηsca subtru河cata(HANLEY) Length 16.0 mm GKZ 70916 
Fig. 16. Fabulina minuta (LISCHKE) Length 12.0 mm GKZ 70923 
Fig. 17. Semelangulus tokubeii HABE Length 7.0 mm GKZ 70918 
Fig. 18. Azorinus minutus (DUNKER) Length 22.3 mm GKZ 70909 
Fig. 19. Oxyperas bernardi (PILSBRY) Length 48.6 mm GKZ 70903 
Fig. 20. Solen (Solenarius) roseomaculatus PILSBRY Length 39.0 mm GKZ 70936 
Fig. 21. Solen (Sole河 )gra目disDUNKER Height 16.0 mm (broken shell) GKZ 70938 
Fig. 2. Lutrar，ω(Psammo戸hila)sieboldii REEVE Length 55.5 mm GKZ 70906 
Fig.23. Pharuωnellaρerrieri (BERTIN) Length 35.0 mm (peripheral part broken away) GKZ 70926 
MATSUURA: Pleistocen巴Shells PLATE IX 
Sci. ReρKanazawa Univ.， Vol.22， NO.l 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE X 
日iradokoUpper Shell Bed (5) 
Fig巳1. Soleη (Solen) gordonis YOKOYAMA Length 46.8 mm GKZ 70937 
Fig. 2. Panopea japonica A.ADAMS Length 47.2 mm GKZ 70941 
Fig. 3. Eufistulana gra刀dis(DESHAYES) Length 23.3 mm GKZ 70948 
Fig. 4. Eufistulana gnωzdぉ (DESHAYES) Largest diameter of tube 10.2 mm GKZ 70949 
Fig. 5. Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus (A.AGASSIZ) Diameter 7.0 mm 
Hiradoko Lower Shell Bed (1) 
Fig. 6. Sertuloγbis (Cladopoda) imbricatus (DUNKER) Breadth of aperture 10.5 mm GKZ 70577 
Fig. 7. Capulus yokoyamai OYAMA Length 9.9 mm GKZ 70607 
Fig. 8. Uberella bathyralうhe(PILSBRY) Height 9.5 mm GKZ 70622 
Fig. 9. Thais (Rrishia) bronni (DUNKER) Height 45.0 mm GKZ 70628 
Fig. 10. Clathro押zangelialeuckarti (DUNKER) Height 6.6 mm GKZ 70686 
Fig. 11. ChηIsallida (Babella) caela的(A.ADAMS) Height 4.3 mm GKZ 70716 
Fig. 12. lnefla fusca (DUNKER) Height 6.2 mm GKZ 70704 
Fig. 13. Lithゅhaga(Leiosole同協)curta (LISCHKE) Length 13.6 mm GKZ 70795 
Fig. 14. Botula silicula (LAMARCK) Length 13.9 mm GKZ 70794 
Fig. 15. Trisidos (Trisidos) kiyonoi (MAKIYAMA) Length 62.0 mm GKZ 70769 
Fig. 16. Anadara (Scapharca) broughtonii (SCHRENCK) Length 2臼.0mm GKZ 70770 
Fig. 17. s;戸ondyluscruentus LISCHKE Height 40.0 mm GKZ 70812 
Fig. 18. Striarca (Didimacaγ) tenebηca (REEVE) Length 16.5 mm GKZ 70777 
Fig. 19. A日σmiachinensis PHILIPPI Length 43.8 mm GKZ 70819 
Fig. 20. Plicatula horrida DUNKER Length 19.3 mm GKZ 70798 
Fig. 21. Chama (Pseudochama) retroversa LISCHKE Length 28.5 mm GKZ 70862 
Fig. 2. Chama (Pseudochama) retroversa LISCHKE Height 33.6 mm GKZ 70863 
Fig. 23. Protothaca (Protothaca) jedoe河川 (LISCHKE) Length 47.0 mm GKZ 70896 
MA TSUURA : Pleistocene Shells PLATE X 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa U叩iv.，Vol.22， No.l 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XI 
Hiradoko Lower Shell Bed (2) 
Fig. 1. Semele coγdげ'ormis(HOLTEN) Length 42.2 mm GKZ 70911 
Fig. 2. Ostrea de日selamellosaLISCHKE Height 105 mm GKZ 70823 
Fig. 3. Botuli抑acoralliο'phaga (GMELIN) Length 8.7 mm GKZ 70792 
Fig. 4. Ostγ-ea ClrCUrlψicta PILSBRY Height 54 mm GKZ 70826 
Fig. 5. Cηφtomya仇1Soe刀sisYOKOYAMA Length 10.8 mm GKZ 70946 
Fig. 6. As戸idc戸holasyoshimurai KURODA et TERAMACHI Length 20.7 mm GKZ 70954 
Fig. 7. Zi1プaeasubconstricta (YOKOYAMA) Length 33.5 mm GKZ 70953 
Fig. 8. Irus ishibashia招usKURODA et HABE Length 12.2 mm GKZ 70891 
Fig. 9. Discinisca stela GOULD Length 12.7 mm (peripheral part broken away) 
MATSUURA: Pleistocene Shells PLATE XI 
Sci.Rψ Ka目。zawaUnizノ・，Vol.22， NO.l 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XII 
Miyainu Shell Bed (1) 
Fig. 1. Woodwaγdia (Su初shitrochus)caηηata (A.ADAMS) Breadth 1.5 mm GKZ 70501 
Fig. 2. Diodora sieboldii (REEVE) Length 12.1 mm GKZ 70507 
Fig. 3. Patelloida (Chizacmω)めgmaea(DUNKER) Length 7ιmm GKZ 70510 
Fig. 4. Cantharidus japo叫icushilaris (LISCHKE) Height 7.5 mm GKZ 70528 
Fig. 5. Tegula (Chlorostoma) rustica (GMELIN) Breadth 26.4 mm GKZ 70529 
Fig. 6. Lunella coronata coreensis (RECLUZ) Breadth 24.1 mm GKZ 70540 
Fig. 7. Astralium haematragum (MENKE) Breadth 19.4 mm GKZ 70541 
Fig. 8， Sinusicola (?) sp. Breadth 1.9 mm GKZ 70561 
Fig. 9. Turritella (Kuγ'osioia) fascialおMENKE Height 10.8 mm GKZ 70573 
Fig. 10. Clathrofenella reticulata (A.ADAMS) Height 3.5 mm GKZ 70582 
Fig. 11. Clathrofenella ke目。抑is(YOKOYAMA) H巴ight3.6 mm GKZ 70583 
Fig. 12. Eufenellaρu戸oides(A.ADAMS) Height 3.2 mm GKZ 70584 
Fig. 13. Diala va九aA.ADAMS Height 3.8 mm GKZ 70588 
Fig. 14弓 Dがlabahungeゆrdi(SOWERBY) Height 4.6 mm GKZ 70591 
Fig. 15. Bittium (Bittium) glareosum GOULD Height 4.6 mm GKZ 70593 
Fig. 16. Strombus (Doxa昨deγ)jゆonicusREEVE Height 20.7 mm GKZ 70610 
Fig. 17. Erronea (Purpuradusta) gracilis japonica SCHILDER Height 15.0 mm GKZ 70614 
Fig. 18‘ Cry:ρto昨日ticaadamsiana (DUNKER) Height 15.3 mm GKZ 70616 
Fig. 19. Apollo刀 (Aρollon)natatoァ(RODING) Height 34.8 mm GKZ 70627 
Fig. 20. Thais (Reishia) .b仰向幻i(DUNKER) Height 18.0 mm GKZ 70629 
Fig. 21. Thais (Reishia) clavigera (KUSTER) Height 17.2 mm GKZ 70630 
Fig. 22. Bede仰向。 biガlefi(LISCHKE) Height 13.0 mm GKZ 70634 
Fig. 23. Mitrella (Mitrella) bicincta (GOULD) Height 10.2 mm GKZ 70637 
Fig. 24. Zafra validicosta (HABE) Height 2.8 mm GKZ 70644 
Fig. 25. 1¥iassarius (Niotha) livescens (PHILIPPI) Height 22.2 mm GKZ 70655 
Fig. 26. Inquisitor je!Jヤeysii(SMITH) Height 44.9 mm GKZ 70671 
Fig. 27. Guraleus tabatensis (TOKUNAGA) H巴ight7.7 mm GKZ 70680 
Fig. 28. Kermia tokyoe目sis(PILSBRY) Height 6.7 mm GKZ 70687 
Fig. 29. Elうztoηium(Laeviscala) angustum (DUNKER) Height 6.9 mm GKZ 70698 
Fig. 30. Isotγiph口rakurodai KOSUGE Height 5.1 mm GKZ 70705 
Fig. 31. TriPhora 0おue叫sis(YOKOYAMA) Height 6.8 mm GKZ 70707 
Fig. 32. Eu.戸artheniasp. Hεight 6.9 mm (Apical part broken) GKZ 70710 
Fig.33. Mかalda(Miralda) gemma (A.ADAMS) Height 2.2 mm GKZ 70717 
Fig. 34. Odostomia (Odostomia) hilgendoポ CLESSIN Height 4.6 mm GKZ 70718 
Fig.35. N幼少。ηGわsvolvuliηus (A.ADAMS) Height 2.6 mm GKZ 70725 
Fig. 36. Cylichnaちsa刀gusta(GOULD) Height 4.6 mm GKZ 70726 
Fig. 37. Eocylichna bra仰~si (YOKOYAMA) Height 11.6 mm GKZ 70734 
Fig. 38. Dentalium (Paradentalium) octaη:gulatu間 DONOVAN Length 35.3 mm G 
MA TSUURA : Pleistocene Shells PLATE XII 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIII 
Miyainu Shel1 Bed (2) 
Fig， 1. Arca ocellata REEVE Length 25.4 mm GKZ 70760 
Fig， 2， Barbatia (S加 g即日rca)virescens (REEVE) Length 21.6 mm GKZ 70762 
Fig. 3. 1かbatia(Abaγbatia) lima (REEVE) Length 37.4 mm GKZ 70763 
Fig. 4. Barbatia (Ustularca) stearnsi (PILSBRY) Length 13.4 mm GKZ 70764 
Fig. 5. Botulina corallioρhaga (GMELIN) Length 10.5 mm GKZ 70793 
Fig， 6. Decatopecte刀stγωtus(SCHUMACHER) Height 47.4 mm GKZ 70805 
Fig. 7. s;戸0河dyluscruentus LISCHKE L巴ngth35町omm GKZ 70813 
Fig. 8. Cteηoides lischkei (LAMY) Height 23.8 mm GKZ 70815 
Fig. 9. Ostrea de咋selamellosaLISCHKE Length 79.2 mm (peripheral part broken away) GKZ 70824 
Fig， 10. C注目的talea目。 DUNKER Length 12.8 mm GKZ 70833 
Fig. 11 Corallio戸hagacorallioJうhaga(GMELIN) Length 13.5 mm GKZ 70840 
Fig. 12. Phlyctiden即 japonicum(PILSBRY) L巴ngth8.8 mm GKZ 70844 
Fig. 13. Leptaxinus ，oyamai HABE Length 7.6 mm GKZ 70845 
Fig. 14. Kellia japoniωPILSBRY Length 6.6 mm GKZ 70855 
Fig， 15. A目isodonta(Basterotia) gouldi (A.ADAMS) Length 12.7 mm GKZ 70853 
Fig. 16. Luci向。 stea問 sianaOYAMA Length 18.2 mm GKZ 70847 
Fig. 17. Cha~加 (Chama) ザlexa REEVE Height 49.4 mm GKZ 70859 
Fig. 18. Chama (Chama) r，ポexaREEVE Height 44.0 mm GKZ 70860 
Fig. 19. Pitaア (Pitari叩 )lineolata (SOWERBY) Length 11.7 mm GKZ 70875 
Fig. 20. Fulvia mutica (REEVE) Length 42.0 mm GKZ 70867 
Fig. 21. Laevicardium undatopic抑制 (PILSBRY) Length 8.6 mm GKZ 70866 
MA TSUURA : Pleistocene Shells PLATE XIII 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIV 
Miyainu Shell Bed (3) 
Fig. 1. Gafrarium divaricatum (GMELlN) Length 22.6 mm GKZ 70872 
Fig. 2. Paρhia (Neotapes) undulata (BORN) Length 53.5 mm GKZ 70887 
Fig. 3. Raeta (R似たloが)戸ulchella(ADAMS et REEVE) Length 8目7mm GKZ 70905 
Fig. 4. Theora lubrica (GOULD) Length 13.0 mm GKZ 70912 
Fig. 5. Abri向。 lunella(GOULD) Length 9.2 mm GKZ 70913 
Fig. 6. Moerella iridescens (BENSON) Length 25.7 mm GKZ 70922 
Fig. 7. Heteromacoma ir術 (HANLEY) Length 21.0 mm GKZ 70927 
Fig. 8. Macoma tokyoe河町 MAKJYAMA Length 34目6mm GKZ 70928 
Fig. 9. Pseudometisρraerupta keenae HABE Length 33.4 mm GKZ 70935 
Fig. 10. Gastrochaena (Cucurbitula) cymbium SPENGLER Length 4.4 mm GKZ 70950 
Fig. 11. Barnea (A珂chomasa)"manilensis inornata (PJLSBRY) Length 15.2 mm GKZ 70951 
Fig. 12. Barnea (Umitakea) japonica (YOKOYAMA) Height 29.4 mm (peripheral part broken 
away) GKZ 70952 
Fig. 13. Late門1ula(Laternuliη。)flexuosa (REEVE) Length 29.2 mm GKZ 70959 
Akiyoshi Shell Bed 
Fig. 14. Lissotesta sobri削(A.ADAMS) Breadth 2.9 mm GKZ 70537 
Fig. 15. Setia bifasciata A.ADAMS Height 1.9 mm GKZ 70572 
Fig. 16. Cerithium kobelti (DUNKER) Height 22.8 mm GKZ 70599 
Fig目 17. Naticaガusconcinnus (DUNKER) Breadth 6.3 mm GKZ 70617 
Fig. 18. Tritia (Reticunassa) japonica (A.ADAMS) Height 13.0 mm GKZ 70650 
Fig. 19. Tritia (Reticu招assa)fiωtiva (POWYS) Height 13.1 mm GKZ 70652 
Fig. 20. Pseudoetrema foバiliraω(SMITH) Height 9.6 mm GKZ 70669 
Fig. 21. Tiberia (Ori河ella)戸ulchella(A.ADAMS) Height 6.5 mm GKZ 70711 
Fig. 2. Ringicula (Ri咋:giculi向。)doliaris GOULD Height 4ιmm GKZ 70721 
Fig. 23. Ringicula (R仇giculina)yokoyamai TAKEYAMA Height 5.0 mm GKZ 70722 
Fig. 24. Striarca (Galactella)仇たゆlicata(GRABAU et KJNG) Length 14.0 mm GKZ 70776 
Fig通 25. Microαγa gordonis (YOKOYAMA) Length 2.9 mm GKZ 70874 
Fig. 26. Moerella rutila (DUNKER) Length 10.4 mm GKZ 70921 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XV 
Wakura-eki Shell Bed (1) 
Fig. 1. Cerithideo戸sis(Cerithideopsilla)αη，gulaω(GMELIN) Impressive specimen Height 21.0 
mm GKZ 70578 
Fig. 2 品 tila巾 zonalis(BRUGUIERE) Impressive specimen Height 26.4 mm GKZ 70579 
Fig. 3. Acteoα'向。 (Deconj告γ)matusimana (NOMURA) Height 2.2 mm GKZ 70738 
Fig. 4. Anadara (Sca戸har，ι。)broughtonii (SCHRENCK) Length 82 mm GKZ 70771 
Fig. 5. A刀adara(Tegillarca) granosa (LINNAEUS) Length 54.5 mm GKZ 70774 
Fig. 6齢 Dosinia(Dosinella) peηicilata (REEVE) Length 49.5 mm GKZ 70883 
Fig. 7. Cyclina orientalis (SOWERBY) Impressive specimen Length 21.5 mm (peripheral part 
broken away) GKZ 70885 
Fig. 8. D凶 dostreapaulucciae (CROSSE) Length 36.4 mm (peripheral part broken away) GKZ 70821 
Fig. 9. D四 dostγω 仰ulucciae(CROSSE) Length 31.2 mm (peripheral p且rtbroken away) GKZ 70822 
Fig. 10. Azorinus minutus (DUNKER) Length 24.3 mm GKZ 70910 
Fig. 11. Pillucina (Pilluα附 )ρisidium(DUNKER) Length 5.7 mm GKZ 70850 
MA TSUURA : Pleistocene Shells 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVI 
Wakura-eki Shell Bed (2) 
Fig. 1. Ostrea deηselamellosa LISCHKE Height 56.5 mm (peripheral part broken away) GKZ 70825 
Fig. 2. Cγassostrea gigas (THUNBERG) Height 93 mm GKZ 70827 
Fig. 3. Anisocorbula minutissima HABE Length 3.2 mm GKZ 70943 
Fig. 4. Martesia striaωcu戸ula(YOKOYAMA) Length 19.5 mm GKZ 70956 
Akaura Shell B巴d
Fig. 5. Moηodontia (Monodontia) labio (LINNAEUS) Height 20.8 mm GKZ 70520 
Fig. 6. Batillaria zo向。lis(BRUGUIERE) Height 14.3 mm GKZ 70580 
Fig. 7. Rhi向。clavis(Ochetoclava) kochi (PHlLlPPI) Height 27.6 mm GKZ 70596 
Fig. 8. Neveげta(Glossaulax) rez咋za河a(DUNKER) Br巴adth29巳4mm GKZ 70619 
Fig. 自. Nev百円。ta(Glossaulax) didYJ叫a(RODlNG) Breadth 34.0 mm GKZ 70621 
Fig. 10. Atrina (Servatri向。)戸'ectz咋atajapo叫ica (REEVE) Length 123 mm (peripheral part broken 
away) GKZ 70797 
Fig. 11. Dosinia (Dosi叫ella)戸enzαllata(REEVE) Length 50.8 mm GKZ 70884 
Fig. 12. Circe (Circe) scri戸品目 (LINNAEUS) Length 39.4 mm GKZ 70873 
Fig. 13. Anomalocardia (防 remolpa)micra (PILSBRY) Lεngth 10.0 mm GKZ 70898 
Fig. 14. Balanus sp. Height 21.0 mm 
MATSUURA : Pleistocene Shells PLATE XVI 
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EXPLAN ATION OF PLATE XVII 
Amatan Shell Bed 
Fig. 1 Crassostrea gigω(THUNBERG) Height 163 mm (peripheral part broken旦way) GKZ 70828 
Fig. 2. Crassostrea gig，ω(THUNBERG) Height 186 mm (peripheral part broken away) GKZ 70829 
Fig. 3 Corbicula (Coγbicula) japonica PRIME Length 9.3 mm GKZ 70837 
Fig. 4目 Tra戸ezium(Neotrapezium) japoηicum PILSBRY Length 17.5 mm GKZ 70839 
Fig. 5. Meretrix lusoria (RODlNG) Length 25.6 mm GKZ 70880 
Fig. 6. Potamocorbula amurensis (SCHRENCK) Length 10.3 mm GKZ 70945 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVIII 
Asahiyama Shell Bed (1) 
Fig. 1. Pseudoliotia pulchella (DUNKER) Breadth 2.2 mm GKZ 70557 
Fig. 2. 乃'[Jmaerotacingulifera (A.ADAMS) Breadth 4.2 mm GKZ 70558 
Fig回 3目 Pygmaerotadゆlicata(LISCHKE) Breadth 3.9 mm GKZ 70559 
Fig. 4. Pellamora trochlearis (GOULD) Height 3.9 mm GKZ 70560 
Fig. 5. Rissoina (Phosinella) fusca (GOULD) H巴ight5.1 mm GKZ 70568 
Fig. 6. Rissoina (Phosinella) tornatilis (GoULD) H巴ight5.4 mm GKZ 70569 
Fig. 7. Rissoina (Rissolina) laevicostulata PILSBRY Height 5.0 mm GKZ 70570 
Fig. 8. Diala stricta HABE Height 5.0 mm GKZ 70589 
Fig. 9. Bittium (Bittium) glareosum GOULD Height 4.5 mm GKZ 70594 
Fig. 10. Clypeomorus humilis (DUNKER) Height 12.2 mm (peripheral part broken away) GKZ 70598 
Fig. 11. Rhiηoclavis (Proclava) pfe.グeri(DUNKER) Height 16.4 mm GKZ 70597 
Fig. 12. Cerithioβ'SIS sp. Height 5.5 mm GKZ 70600 
Fig. 13. Zafraμtmila (DUNKER) Height 3.5 mm GKZ 70642 
Fig. 14. Zの示。 mitriformi:雪(A.ADAMS) Height 4.2 mm GKZ 70643 
Fig. 15. Z~介。刊日 (Clathuranachis) japonica (A.ADAMS) Height 4.4 mm GKZ 70645 
Fig. 16. Tritia (Reticu目assa)ゆurca(GOULD) Height 7回4mm GKZ 70651 
Fig. 17. Oliva musteli河aLAMARCK Height 22.5 mm GKZ 70664 
Fig. 18. Lophiotoma (Lophioturris) leucotro戸'sis(ADAMS et REEVE) Height 38.3 mm GKZ 70673 
Fig. 19. Tomopleura均ivea(PHILIPPI) Hεight 11.4 mm GKZ 70675 
Fig. 20. Punctoterebra (Granuliterebra) bathyraphe (SMlTH) Bre司dth3.0 mm GKZ 70696 
Fig. 21. Viriola tricincta (DUNKER) Height 12.5 mm (Apical part broken) GKZ 70703 
Fig. 2. Rhizoruδto仰向。，!ai(MAKIYAMA) Height 4.5 mm GKZ 70731 
Fig. 23. Acila (Acila) divaricata (HINDS) Length 20.8 mm GKZ 70753 
Fig. 24. Arcaηaviculaηs BRUGUlERE Length 9.5 mm GKZ 70757 
Fig. 25. Arca ocellata REEVE Length 22.7 mm GKZ 70761 
Fig. 26. Acaγρlicata (DILL WYN) Length 17ιmm GKZ 70765 
Fig. 27. Striarca (Galactella) symmetrica (REEVE) Length 10.0 mm GKZ 70775 
Fig. 28. Lithゅhaga(Labis) erimitica KURODA et HABE Length 8.2 mm GKZ 707自6
Fig. 29. Plicatula hoγrida DUNKER Height 14.0 mm GKZ 70779 
Fig. 30. S，ゅtザer (Septげ'er) bilocula門sρilosus (REEVE) Length 13.8 mm (p巴ripheral part broken 
away) GKZ 70786 
Fig. 31. Cycladicama tsuchii Y AMAMOTO et HABE Length 8回6mm GKZ 70842 
Fig. 32. D氏。topectenstriatus (SCHUMACHER) Height 22.2 mm GKZ 70806 
Fig. 3. Dosinia (Phacosoma) trosheli LISCHKE Length 57.7 mm GKZ 70882 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX 
Asahiyama Shell Bed (2) 
Fig. 1. Astarte (Astαrte) hakodate刀sisYOKOYAMA Length 4.6 mm GKZ 70830 
Fig. 2. Corbiωla (Corbicula) jaJうonicaPRIME Length 23.7 mm GKZ.70838 
Fig. 3. Epicodakia delicatula (PILSBRY) Length 7.8 mm GKZ 70849 
Fig. 4. Cu仰 emysella1うaula(A.ADAMS) Length 3.5 mm GKZ 70858 
Fig. 5. Chama (Chama) fragum REEVE Length 17.2 mm GKZ 70861 
Fig. 6. Quadrans spinosa (HANLEY) Length 7.7 mm GKZ 70914 
Fig. 7. Anisocoγbula scaPhoid，ω(HINDS) Length 16.6 mm GKZ 70942 
Fig. 8. Anぉocorbulave叩usta(GOULD) Length 8.5 mm GKZ 70944 
Fig. 9. Jouanηetia Uoua河咋etia)cumingii (SOWERBY) Height 17.2 mm GKZ 70957 
Hashitate Shell Bed (1) 
Fig. 10. Tugali de'cussata A.ADAMS Length 8.8 mm GKZ 70506 
Fig. 11. Macroschima dilatatum lischkωi PILSBRY Length 15.8 mm GKZ 70509 
Fig. 12. Acmaea (Niveotectura)μllida (GOULD) Length 20.0 mm GKZ70515 
Fig. 13. Collisella (Co似 idacmea)heroldi (DUNKER) Length 10.7 mm GKZ 70512 
Fig. 14. C仰 thaγiduscallichroα(PHILIPPI) Height 6.8 mm GKZ 70525 
Fig. 15. Awajitγochus mustelina (GOULD) Breadth 1.5 mm GKZ 70531 
Fig. 16. Lirularia (Liァulaηa)redimita (GOULD) Height 3.0 mm GKZ 70534 
Fig. 17. Homalo)うomaamussz似tum(GOULD) Breadth 7.0 mm GKZ 70543 
Fig. 18. Lacuna (Te1河G河ella)tuγrita (A.ADAMS) Breadth 2.7 mm GKZ 70551 
Fig. 19. Lacuηa (Elぅ'heria)decorata (A.ADAMS) Height 7.4 mm GKZ 70552 
Fig. 20. Stenotis lat:ザasαata(A.ADAMS) Breadth 3.8 mm GKZ 70553 
Fig. 21. Littori均abrevicula (PHILIPPI) Height 7.2 mm GKZ 70554 
Fig. 2. Mereli削 tokyoensis(PILSBRY) Height 3.0 mm GKZ 70563 
Fig. 23. Alvania co咋ci咋河aA.ADAMS Height 2.8 mm GKZ 70564 
Fig. 24. Barleeia angus初旬 (PILSBRY) Height 2.8 mm GKZ 70571 
Fig. 25. Couthouyia戸ersoluta(NEVILL) Br日adth2.0 mm GKZ 70605 
Fig. 26. Ceratostoma (Ceratostoma) burnetti (ADAMS et REEVE) Height 24.6 mm (broken 
shell) GKZ 70633 
Fig. 27. Pusia inermis (REEVE) Height 8.3 mm GKZ 70660 
Fig. 28. Fusolatirus coreanica (SMlTH) Height 22.0 mm GKZ 70658 
Fig. 29. Clathurella (Etremopa) gai月esi(PILSBRY) Height 5.6 mm GKZ 70685 
Fig. 30. Epit，οnium (Spinおιala)jaJうonicum(DUNKER) Height 3.8 mm GKZ 70699 
Fig. 31. Mathilda sp. Height 4.9 mm GKZ 70702 
Fig. 32. 5ψho日aria(5，泣cculosiphoηaria)ja戸oηZCμ(DuNOVAN) Length 7.0 mm GKZ 70742 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XX 
Hashitate Shell Bed (2) 
Fig. 1. Nucula (Nucula) paulula A.ADAMS Length 2.8 mm GKZ 70752 
Fig. 2. Saccella sematensis (SUZUKI et ISIZUKA) Length 15.4 mm GKZ 70756 
Fig. 3. Arca boucaγdi JOUSSEAUME Length 13.0 mm GKZ 70759 
Fig. 4. Acar pliιata (D1LLWYN) Length 5.0 mm GKZ 70766 
Fig. 5. C問nellayokのlamaiN OMURA L巴ngth3.0 mm GKZ 70783 
Fig. 6. Septかをγ(A伽ilise戸ter)virgatus (WIEGMANN) Length 25.0 mm GKZ 70787 
Fig. 7. Sゆtりをァ (Mitilise戸ter)kee附 eNOMURA Length 20目4mm GKZ 70789 
Fig. 8. A今tilus(Aそytilus)coruscus GOULD Length 63.5 mm (peripheral part broken away) GKZ 70785 
Fig. 9. Chlamys (Chlam.戸 )j祈rerini伸one咋sisKURODA Height 31.5 mm GKZ 70801 
Fig. 10. Cycladicama semiaslうeroid，ω(NOMURA) Length 19.8 mm GKZ 70841 
Fig. 11. Nψlう0河omysellaobongata (YOKOYAMA) Length 4.4 mm GKZ 70857 
Fig. 12. Tapω(Ruditapes) 1うhilippiηarum(ADAMS et REEVE) Lεngth 21.8 mm GKZ 70889 
Fig. 13. Taj加 (Ruditates)variegata (SOWERBY) Length 30.0 mm GKZ 70890 
Fig. 14. Mercenaria stimか、oni(GOULD) Length 22.5 mm GKZ 70893 
Fig. 15. Claudico目chajaponica (DUNKER) Length 10.5 mm GKZ 70900 
Fig. 16. Petricola (Pseudoirus) mirabilis (DESHAYES) Length 12.8 mm GKZ 70901 
Fig. 17. Macoma 仇co月'grua(V.MARTENS) L巴ngth32.7 mm GKZ 70929 
Fig. 18. Macmna incongrua (V.MARTENS) Length 32.3 mm GKZ 70930 
Fig. 19. Moerellajedoensis (LlSCHKE) Length 8.0 mm GKZ 70920 
Fig. 20. 1ゐcomaか'aetexta(V.MARTENS) Length 22.9 mm GKZ 70931 
Fig. 21. Macoma nか戸onica(TOKUNAGA) Length 16.0 mm GKZ 70932 
Fig. 2. Sphenia coreaniιa HABE Length 11.0 mm GKZ 70947 
Fig.23. Hi似たlaorientalis (YOKOYAMA) Length 9.5 mm GKZ 70940 
Fig. 24. Neftastomella ja戸0向ica(YOKOYAMA) Length 10.0 mm GKZ 70958 
Fig. 25. Coptothyris grayi (DAVIDSON) Length 21.2 mm 
Fig. 26. Coptothyris grayi (DAVIDSON) Length 24.0 mm 
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